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"I have no recollection of his ever going to the Sandwich Islands . . ." 
– Albert Carrington, p. 8 

 

1 BASKIN, Robert N[ewton].  . . .  PAPERS IN THE CASE OF BASKIN VS. 
CANNON, as Delegate from Utah Territory.  April 10, 1876.—Ordered to be printed.  
[caption title;  at head:  "44TH CONGRESS, 1st Session.  HOUSE OF REPRESENTA-
TIVES.  MIS. DOC. NO. 166."]  [Washington, Government Printing Office, 1876]. 
 

23 cm.  21, [1 (Index)] pp.  Very good;  disbound and sections separating from 
one another.  Evenly toned, but essentially without wear. $65 
 

Flake 329a;  Fales & Flake 447.  Baskin contests Cannon's election as Territorial 
delegate to Congress based on parentage and polygamy.  Albert Carrington, 
when deposed, is marvelously forgetful of anything prejudicial to Cannon, 
including details of his own service as editor of the Deseret News.  Less friendly 
witnesses like Beadle and Jarman are more plain-spoken, especially regarding 
Cannon's much-married state, which Cannon attempts to duck, here.  Exhibit A 
is an excellent history by Cannon of the Hawaiian Mission, sent to Carrington in 
1855 and quoted here on pp. 14-17.  It naturally supports the traditional Mormon 
hemispheric model for ancient Lamanite populations . . . 

 

It was thought before we left California, that the white population of the islands 
would be sufficient to occupy our attention, but we soon found, after landing, 
that there was too sparse a population to justify us in confining ourselves to them 
alone.  To return without accomplishing anything we felt would be inconsistent 
with our character as messengers of salvation.  Around us lay a nation who, in 
our opinion, were descendants of Abraham, the friend of God, and who were 
groveling in darkness and in ignorance of the plan of salvation;  and if we would 
acquire their language, there was a large field of usefulness open before us.  We 
felt by the manifestations of the Spirit to us that if we wished to be approved, this 
was the course for us to pursue, and we accordingly adopted it.  [p. 15] 

 

 
There was literally no safety or  

liberty for a non-Mormon here, except in silence and  
submission. . . .  The change cost the blood of some good men.  [p. 651] 

 

2 BEADLE, John Hanson.  "THE SILVER MOUNTAINS OF UTAH."  ARTICLE in 
HARPER'S NEW MONTHLY MAGAZINE (New York) for October 1876 [Vol. 53;  
Whole No. 317]. 
 

26 cm.  Paged 641-800, 8 (complete issue of 160, 8 [ads] pages).  Original printed 
wrappers (frayed and wearing);  internally very good and untrimmed. $65 
 

The Utah/Mormon article occupies the first 10½ pages of the issue (pp. [641]-
651]), with seven appealing engraved illustrations.  Attribution to Beadle as 
author appears in Charles A. Durfee, Index to Harper's New Monthly Magazine . . . 
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(NY, 1886), p. 47.  Mining and Mormonism, stunning topography and shocking 
polygamy mingle easily throughout this interesting text.  "Eight years ago," 
claims Beadle, 

 

we published our little daily paper in the upper story of a stone building, with a 
hatchway ready to be thrown open at any moment to cut off a mob;  and when 
the editor went out at night he took the middle of the street, and kept his hand 
on his revolver.  Now there is not a valley in Utah so remote but a man may 
speak, write, or print what he pleases, and they dare not touch him.  The first 
Gentile who married a Mormon's "plural" wife was shot dead on Main Street.  
Now such a marriage is as safe in Utah as it would be in Ohio.  [p. 651] 

 
 
 

 
 

3 BENNETT, John C[ook].  Partly-printed DOCUMENT SIGNED, as an officer of the 
infant State Medical Society of Illinois.  "Diploma" of membership, issued under 
date of 27 February 1841 to Dr. Thomas W. HENNESSY.  Springfield, Illinois: 
Walters & Weber, Job Printers. 
 

At head:  "STATE MEDICAL SOCIETY. Know All Men by These Presents, That we, the 
State Medical Society of Illinois . . ." 
 

At end:  "Given at Springfield, this day of 184  "  (followed by spaces designated in type 
for the officers' signatures) 
 

One page.  26½ X 21½ cm. (printed area 
24½ X 20 cm.)  Printed on thin paper in 
several fonts within line and typographic 
ornamental borders.  Mounted on old 
grey cardstock (approx. 35 X 28 cm.) with 
simple painted line border; small purple 
inked stamp on verso of mount, evidently 
twentieth century, reading "ILLINOIS 
MED. JOUR."  Nearly detached from 
mount.  Starting at folds, with clean tears.  
COMPLETE but for minor edge chipping;  
no loss of printed matter.  Discoloration 
as shown.       $2,850 
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SIGNED by the following: 
 

        John TODD,  President 
             (Uncle-in-Law to Abraham Lincoln) 
 

        John F. CHARLES,  Vice President 
             (Illinois State Representative hand-picked by Joseph Smith) 
 

        Francis A. NcNEILL,  Secretary 
 
   Censors: 
 

        John C. BENNETT,  M.D. 
             (future Assistant President of the Church;  Mayor of Nauvoo) 
 

        R. F. EDMONSON  M.D. 
 

        J. H. LYONS  L.M 
 

        H. J. GIBBS 
 

        E. H. MERRYMAN  M.D. 
 

        Wm. B. EGAN  M.D. 
 
A  STRIKINGLY EARLY  ILLINOIS MEDICAL SURVIVAL, and a fascinating example of 
the far-reaching manipulations of Nauvoo's most notorious citizen.  For an 
extensive illustrated description with historical background on this intriguing 
piece (sold instantly, years ago, and now offered again), click on the link above. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

4 (BINGHAM, Utah)  Albert UEBEL.  Brief AUTOGRAPH LETTER SIGNED on his 
printed business letterhead: "Office of , UNION BREWERY, 
Bingham, Utah."  January 16, 1877. 
 

10 X 8 inches.  One page (lower half and verso blank).  Once folded in sixths, 
with medium soil and wear. $50 

http://www.rickgrunder.com/Ephemera%20for%20Sale/BennettMedical1841/benmed41.htm
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Probably a scarce regional brewery collectible, since Uebel only operated this 
business for two years, 1875-77.  The Salt Lake Tribune of October 21, 1877 (page 
4) reported Uebel partnering in the newly-rebuilt White House Hotel in Salt Lake 
City.  The town of Bingham exists no more, consumed by the ever-growing  
open pit of Bingham Canyon's mine.  SIGNED "A. Uebel," this brief communica-
tion is in a difficult European hand, written in German (apparently), and 
mentions "$25.00" in the first line. 
 
 
 

5 Book of Mormon. 1869. Deseret Alphabet.  [THE BOOK OF MORMON:  an 
account written by THE HAND OF MORMON upon Plates Taken from the Plates of 
Nephi . . .  Translated by Joseph Smith, Jun.]  New York:  Published for the Deseret 
University by Russell Bros., 1869. 
 

22½ cm.  [3]ff.;  [v]-xi, [1]-443 pp., as issued.  Collated COMPLETE.  REBOUND in 
heavy black buckram cloth with plain thick modern endpapers;  one original 
blank flyleaf remains at the end.  With the original gilt-decorated spine laid back 
down over the modern cloth, but dull.  Some wear to title page and the facing 
table of characters.  Text generally clean and fresh, but with a little faint edge 
dampstaining in a few places, and a few minor tears.  Incredibly, someone has 
actually underlined one line of text in pencil (p. 313), suggesting that someone 
read this book, or at least some part of it. condition noted:  $1,250  
 

Flake 607, noting that this was "Advertised for sale in Deseret News, January 26, 
1870, p. 60."  This is THE FULL BOOK OF MORMON IN DESERET CHARACTERS, 
certainly the most ambitious project ever produced from the curious fonts.  The 
most scarce of the four books in Deseret (and far more rare than the commonly-
seen selections from that text, which are bound in blue illustrated boards).  While 
this is not an exciting copy, it is not worse than I have made it sound. 
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6 Book of Mormon.  1951.  THE BOOK OF MORMON, An Account Written by the 
Hand of Mormon upon Plates Taken from the Plates of Nephi . . .  Translated by Joseph 
Smith, Jun.  Salt Lake City, Utah, U.S.A.:  Published by The Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter-day Saints, 1951.  [Copyright 1951 by David O. McKay, Trustee-in-Trust 
for The Church . . .]. $750 
 

17½ cm. (binding, 19 cm. = 7½ X 5 inches).  Orig. morocco-grained black leather 
with title gilt-stamped on front and spine;  all edges gilt, heavy black endpapers, 
etc.  Nearly fine;  a very nice, attractive copy, with the title and text as new. 
 
SIGNED AND INSCRIBED on the front flyleaf in a strong but aging hand: 
 

To Mr. John L. Walker 
Grand Exalted Ruler 
 

   With appreciation and 
    best wishes. 
            Sincerely, 
                  David O. McKay 
Jan. 11, 1956 
 
President MCKAY (1873-
1970) was then 82 years 
of age, and on January 
11, 1956, Roanoke, Vir-
ginia attorney John L. 
WALKER, who had been 
elected the previous sum-

mer as "Grand Exalted Ruler" of The Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks, 
indeed visited Salt Lake City.  "The grand exalted ruler of the Elks," reported the 
Ogden Standard-Examiner the next day, was . . . 

 

. . . welcomed upon his arrival in Ogden yesterday. . . . Mr. Walker was met by a 
delegation of Ogden Elks when he arrived at the Union Station.  Following his 
Ogden stop, he went to Salt Lake . . .  [He praised local members for their 
charitable fundraising and] urged Utah Elks to sponsor more Boy and Girl 
Scout[s] . . .  He said his program this year will be to enlarge the Elks youth 
programs, to aid in correcting juvenile delinquency which, he said, is increasing 
in many com[munities] . . . (approximate computer-generated text accessed 
November 16, 2013 at http://www.newspapers.com/newspage/13634421/ ) 

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.newspapers.com/newspage/13634421/
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7 BRANNAN, Samuel.  Striking early STEEL ENGRAVING PORTRAIT of Sam Brannan.  
"Photo. by Bradley & Rulofson.    Eng.[rave]d by J. C. Buttre, N.Y."  No date (but 
1870?). 

 
 
Image with facsimile autograph signature, approx. 16 X 11 cm. (6 X 4 inches);  
plate mark measures 27.4 X 18.4 cm. (sharply defined);  total sheet of heavy paper 
measures 30.5 X 24.1 cm. (12 X 9½ inches).  Edge wear and general soil, but the 
portrait area quite good, as shown.  There is no clear evidence of having been 
removed from a published book, but the left margin, beyond the plate mark, is 
narrower than the right margin, so this might have been removed from some-
thing years ago and trimmed at left. $100 
 

Evidently taken from a large-paper copy of - or, intended for some copy of - or, 
off-printed contemporaneously with - the following work: 
 

Oscar Tully SHUCK, Representative and Leading Men of the Pacific; being Original 
Sketches of the Lives and Characters of the Principal Men, living and deceased, of the 
Pacific States and Territories;   Pioneers, Politicians, Lawyers, Doctors, Merchants, 
Orators and Divines;  to which are added their Speeches, addresses, orations, eulogies, 
lectures, and Poems, upon a variety of subjects, including the happiest forensic efforts of 
Baker, Randolph, McDougall, T. Starr King, and other popular authors.  San Francisco: 
Bacon and Company, printers and publishers, No. 536 Clay street, 1870. 
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However, all copies of that book on OCLC show a page height of 24 cm., whereas 
the piece offered here is much larger than that, counting blank margins 
extending beyond the already-generous 27.4 cm. plate mark.  Grateful thanks go 
to historian Will Bagley who called this publication to my attention. 
 

Engraved from a photograph (presumably taken well before Shuck's work above 
was published), this is perhaps the most handsome likeness generally seen of . . . 

 

. . . one of the most colorful and controversial of the early Saints.  He was born 
2 March 1819 in Saco, Maine, where missionaries Orson Hyde and Samuel Smith 
visited his family in 1832. . . . 
. . . . . 
   Brannan settled in Yerba Buena (later San Francisco) and established the first 
settlement in the San Joaquin Valley at New Hope, anticipating that the main 
body of the Church would settle there.  He crossed the Great Basin in 1847 and 
attempted unsuccessfully to persuade Brigham Young to continue to California.  
Brannan returned as "President of the Saints in California" and sought to manage 
Church affairs until the discovery of gold, but by 1849 his apostasy was 
complete.  [Ency. of Latter-day Saint History (SLC, 2000), 128-29] 

 
 

8 BROWNE, Charles Farrar ("Artemus Ward"). . . . ARTEMUS WARD[,]  
HIS BOOK.  With Notes and a Preface by the Editor of the Biglow Papers.  Comprising 
the Whole of the Original Work, with Additional Chapters, and Extra Sketches, Now 
Printed for the First Time.  London: John Camden Hotten, Piccadilly, 1865. 
 

18¼ cm.  [2 (illustrated ads)], [3] ff.;  
[1]-210, [32 (ads)] pp.  Dark brown 
clay-based endpapers.  Tipped in at 
front is a pleasing yellow cancel slip 
advertisement for Artemus Ward, His 
Travels Among the Mormons, Hotten 
edition (Flake item 925b).  Orig. 
green cloth, gilt-lettered spine.  Very 
good copy.                                      $250 
 
A RARE VERSION/edition.  Compare 
to Flake 923d, showing a slightly 
different version of the same year 
and publisher, and locating only the 
Church History Library copy in Salt 
Lake City.  OCLC seems to describe 
the version now offered here, but 
again, locating only one copy with 
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this pagination, in Germany (Univ. Goettingen).  "A Visit to Brigham Young," 
pp. 72-77, was written in the East before Browne ever met the man, . . .   

 

  "My wives, Mister Ward," sed Yung. 
  "Your sarvant, marms," sed I, as I sot down in a cheer which a red-heded female 
brawt me. 
  "Besides these wives you see here, Mister Ward," sed Yung, "I have eighty more 
in varis parts of this consecrated land which air Sealed to me." 
  "Which?" sez I, gittin up & starin at him. 
  "Sealed, Sir!  sealed." 
  "Whare bowts?" sez I. 
  "I sed, Sir, that they was sealed!"  He spoke in a traggerdy voice. 
  "Will they probly continner on in that stile to any grate extent, Sir?" I axed. 
  "Sir," said he turnin as red as a biled beet, "don't you know that the rules of our 
Church is that I, the Profit, may hev as meny wives as I wants?" . . .  [p. 74] 

 
. . . and this caused Charley ("Artemus Ward") no little consternation when he 
and his agent friend Hingston headed east across the desert toward Utah at the 
end of 1863 (after inspiring young Samuel Clemens in California to try his hand 
at stand-up comedy).  But when Browne fell desperately ill in Salt Lake City, 
Porter Rockwell sat by his bedside and told interesting stories to cheer him up.  
Brigham sent dried fruit and wine by Mr. Stenhouse, and soon attended "Ward's" 
performance in the Salt Lake Theater.  Even Bill Hickman showed kindness.  
Ever afterward, Ward felt grateful and well disposed toward the Saints, whom 
he made the center of his comedy routines which were acclaimed widely 
throughout the United States and in London. 
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9 (BROWNE, Charles Farrar ["Artemus Ward"]).  HAND-IN-HAND CLUB, Foley Street, 
Kirkdale.  Monday, December 21st, 1885, (Under Distinguished Patronage,)  
MR. W. HINTON Will Give His KEROPOIETICAUTOMATICAL ENTERTAIN-
MENT, Entitled:– "ARTEMUS WARD AMONG THE MORMONS," Introducing 
his Wonderful LIFE-LIKE MODELS.  The Internal Mechanism of Which Cannot be 
Surpassed.  [caption title].  No imprint, but Liverpool, England?  1885. 
 

19 X 17 cm. (closed).  Single sheet opening vertically 
to form a broadsheet "Programme" measuring 38 X 
17 cm. (16 X 6¾ inches).  Remainder of verso (page 
[4] of closed format) is blank.  Printed on light 
green paper with ornamental border surrounding 
front page.  Soiled and wearing, but without actual 
loss.                                                                         $1,200 
 

ONLY COPY KNOWN ?  Apparently unrecorded;  not 
on OCLC;  NOT IN FLAKE;  not found on the Internet.  
Deliciously obscure, this heretofore unheard-of 
production promotes a performance to raise 
proceeds for the expense fund of St. Aidan's 
Church in Liverpool, England.  I find nothing about 
Mr. Hinton, and I think we have to assume that his 
wonderful automatons were simply human actors 
dressed up for the benevolent occasion!  The whole 
thing is funny from start to finish, the text and jokes clearly inspired by printed 
programs which had been distributed less than twenty years earlier at Artemus 
Ward's lectures on the Mormons in America and England, just before his death at 
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Southampton in early 1867.  A substantial part of the content is Mormon-related, 
and all of it seems to be influenced by the tone of Ward's Mormon lecture 
publications . . . 
 

____________________________________________________ 

 
A few extracts from the numerous Encomiums which have been, (or are daily 
expected to be) literally showered on this Entertainment:— 
. . . . . 
"Distance really lends enchantment to the view." – O. P. Q. Philander Smiff. 
"I said to my son Herbert, 'If you could only paint pictures like those, I should be 
perfectly willing to see you die, – even anxious'" – W. E. G. 
. . . . . 
"I cannot gaze on those beautiful models without shedding tears;  they are so life-
like." – Brigham Young 

. . . . . 
 

APPEARANCE OF THE LECTURER, who will be greeted with applause.  The 
Door Keeper is particularly requested to attend to this.  After quiet has been 
restored . . . 

 

THE PICTURES COMMENCE HERE.  The first being a view of the California 
Steamship.  When Artemus Ward first went on board, the people said—"Bless 
you, sir,— Don't hurry about coming back,—stay away for years, if you want to."  
It was very touching. 

. . . . . 
A MORMON MODEL, 

With Song — "I'm not such a saint as I look." 
 

 

THE WEST SIDE OF MAIN STREET.  Salt Lake City.  The Salt Lake Hotel, 
which is conducted on Temperance principles.  The Landlord sells nothing 
stronger than salt butter. 
. . . . . 
THE MORMON THEATRE, where Artemus Ward lectured.  Mormons are fond 
of theatricals, and would rather go to the play-house than to the work-house any 
day.  Private boxes reserved for the ears of Brigham Young's wives. 
. . . . . 
BRIGHAM YOUNG'S HAREM.  Mr. Young is an indulgent father, and a 
numerous husband. 
 

HEBER C. KIMBALL'S HAREM.  We have only to repeat here the pleasant 
remarks above in regard to Brigham. 
 

THE TABERNACLE. 
 

THE TEMPLE AS IT IS TO BE.  One of the figures in the foreground is intended 
for Brigham Young;  you can see by the expression of his back, he is thinking 
what a great man Joseph Smith was. 
. . . . . 
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THE ENDOWMENT HOUSE.  The Mormon is initiated into the mysteries of his 
faith here.  The Mormon's religion is singular, and his wives are plural. 
. . . . . 
 

BRIGHAM YOUNG AND HIS WIVES.  The pretty girls of Utah mostly marry 
Young. 
. . . . . 

 

The Lecturer begs respectfully to announce 
 

     I. — That nobody who has seen his 
pictures of the Mormons need ever go 
to Salt Lake City;  and the money thus 
saved can be spent in donations to the 
St. Aidan's Church Expense Fund. 
. . . . . 
     3. — That children in arms will not 
be admitted if the arms are loaded. 
. . . . . 
     5. — That soldiers on the Servo-
Bulgarian battle-field will be admitted 
to the Entertainment gratis.     ST. AIDAN'S CHURCH, LIVERPOOL 
. . . . . 

 

MR. HINTON DELIVERED LECTURES 
BEFORE ALL THE CROWNED HEADS OF EUROPE 

EVER THOUGHT OF DELIVERING LECTURES. 
 
 

Hand-in-Hand clubs were traditionally respectable venues for socializing as an 
alternative to taverns, and the building in Liverpool's north district of Kirkdale 
had been hosting charitable and responsible political events and organizations 
since at least the 1850s, catering largely to emigrant Scottish skilled working-class 
patrons of nonconformist religious sentiment.  See David Kennedy, The Division 
of Everton Football Club into Hostile Factions . . . (dissertation, School of History, 
University of Leeds), September 2003, pp. 69, 115-16. 
 

 
 

10 BUSCH, Moritz.  GESCHICHTE DER MORMONEN, nebst einer Darstellung ihres 
Glaubens und ihrer gegenwärtigen socialen und politischenVerhältnisse, von Dr. Moritz 
Busch.  Leipzig: Verlag von Ambrosius Abel, [1870]. 
 

19½ cm.  [1 (title)]f.;  [v]-viii, [1]-444, [4 (contents)] pp., LACKING the half-title leaf 
(available on Google Books).  Contemporary black leather-backed morocco-
grained cloth boards;  gilt-decorated spine.  Head of spine worn badly with some 
other spine-area wear.  Internally very good with a very few, quite unobtrusive 
light markings in discreet early maroon ink;  similar notes on final blank 
endpaper. $85 
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Flake 1035.  Only edition (date obtained from wrappers on some copies;  not 
present here), and much more extensive than Busch's earlier monographs on 
Mormon-related subjects.  This substantial history was characterized nearly  half 
a century ago by D. L. Ashliman as "One of the most comprehensive and best 
studies of the Mormons to have appeared in German.  The approach and tone are 
similar to the author's earlier works (1854 and 1855).  Busch regrets that Joseph 
Smith's full story may never be revealed because of the unreliability of most of 
the sources (p. vii)."  –"Mormonism and the Germans:  An Annotated 
Bibliography, 1848-1966, Brigham Young University Studies VIII:1 (Autumn 1967), 
p. 78. 
 
 
 

. . . we have inspiration as long as a railway;  running on at full speed,  
sometimes backing a little, to be sure;  but what of that?   

Do you want more?   –Mormons, p. 226 
 

11 (Deification)  "THE MORMONS.  Shall Utah be Admitted into the Union?"  
ARTICLE in PUTNAM'S MONTHLY.  A Magazine of Literature, Science, and Art 
(New York and London) for March 1855  [V:27]. 
 

25 cm.  Paged [225]-336, [8 (ads)] pp.  (complete issue).  Orig. green printed 
wrappers separating, with loss to top of front wrapper;  dampstain to 
frontispiece, scattered light foxing, etc.  Untrimmed. $65 
 

The lead article on the Mormon question appears on pp. [225]-236.  If some Saints 
today - or their leaders - blush to discuss Mormon doctrines championed by 
Orson Pratt and his colleagues, that certainly wasn't the case in the first portion 
of this article (which later becomes more serious).  The Mormons may soon bang 
on the gates of the Capitol in Washington, demanding entrance . . . 

 

   Leader of the Mormon Delegation.— . . .  We do not only believe, like you, in a 
God who is good, but, more than that, we believe in a God that becomes better 
and better—not only in a perfect God, but one that becomes perfecter and 
perfecter, as he grows older— . . .  We do not only believe all things, but we 
know all things, and, we know, not only that we shall be redeemed, but that we 
ourselves shall become gods, with power and glory, at least so far as the 
pantaloonery is concerned.  The womankind—darling creatures—will follow us. 
 

   A voice through the key-hole, from within.—Can you not be a little in a hurry, and 
become gods before the next Presidential election?  You might help us, and it 
would make you very popular . . .  [p. 226] 
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a loathsome, ignorant and filthy people, . . .  cursed  

with a skin of darkness, which they cannot throw off at pleasure,  
or in a moment, though they should all embrace the gospel at once 

 

12 DESERET NEWS.  Great Salt Lake City, U[tah]. T[erritory].  Saturday, April 3, 
1852.  Vol. 2, No. 11. 
 

Folio, 57 X 42 cm., [4] pp. (complete issue).  Once folded in eighths.  Very good 
except for slight loss at two upper-central corner folds, and with attendant fold 
soiling at top of front page. 
 

Daniel H. WELLS' copy, with "D H Wells" written attractively in ink (presumably 
by a distributor) in the top margin of the front page. $400 
 
Printed every other Saturday and available at the Salt Lake Post Office every 
Sunday from noon to 1:00 p.m., or from "City Bishops for their respective wards."  
Agents in outlying areas include Lemuel Malory at Ogden's Hole, William Kay at 
Kay's Ward, Bishop Evans at Evansville, Isaac Higbee in Provo City, Aaron 
Johnson at Springville and Spanish Fork, B. F. Johnson at "Summitcreek," Anson 
Call in Fillmore City, John D. Lee at "Santa Clara and Rio Virgin Settlements," 
and a number of others. 
 

This issue is early enough that most of the many names in the local stories and 
ads are not only Mormon, but memorable.  The owner of this actual copy, 
signing an advertisement in type as "D. H. WELLS, Supt. P. W." calls for  
"HAIR!  HAIR!  100 BUSHELS HAIR wanted immediately at the Public Works.   
The brethren who are killing their hogs will confer a favor by saving all the hair 
and bristles and bring the same to the Public Works for which they will be 
allowed a fair price on their Tithing."  W. W. Phelps, meanwhile, offers his 
services as an attorney for all legal business and representation in all the 
Territory's courts.  He is available "at his room in G. S. L. City, when applied to." 
(back page, columns 4 and 6, respectively). 
 
"LECTURES ON ASTRONOMY.  By Prof. Orson Pratt.  LECTURE SIXTH.  The 
Sun."  This lengthy and quite technical presentation appears to be complete, 
comprising the complete lecture and filling more than three full columns on the 
first and second pages of this issue (more than 60 column inches of fairly small 
type).  Pratt describes comparative sizes and distances between the sun and 
earth, how the sun's weight is calculated, including the relative weight of 
materials at its surface, along with details relating to density. 
 
"Letter from Elder John D. Lee.  For the Deseret News."  Surely a first printing, 
this detailed travelogue (more than a column long, on page [3]) reports Lee's 
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exploration of the Santa Clara River area on January 27 - February 10, 1852 as 
captain with "12 men, 4 wagons, 13 horses and 15 days' provisions." 

 

. . . the horsemen followed Walker's Pass, a dangerous and difficult route.  Bros. 
Webb, Barton and myself ascended one of the highest peaks, to overlook the 
country, thinking that we could easily strike the Indian trail, and thereby shorten 
the travel;  but this speculation caused me one day's hard traveling without 
refreshment, besides wading this river waist deep some 10 or 12 times.  Bros. 
Webb and Barton were out three days without food, two days of which it rained 
incessantly.  When night came on, we laid down on the wet sand and would 
sleep comfortably without taking injury from exposure.  [p. 3, col. 3] 

 

Some entries are written in the present tense, evidently taken from Lee's notes 
written in the field ("We are now at the rim of the basin . . . We are now at the 
lower end of this valley.", etc.).  The following reflections by Lee during the 
previous winter must be seen in irony against certain dynamics of the Mountain 
Meadows Massacre in which Lee would figure prominently less than six years 
afterwards . . . 

 

. . . I received a letter from Prest. B. Young, advising us to tarry till another 
season, and thereby strengthen the settlements already planted.  The policy was 
doubtless good, however revolting the disappointment may have been to my 
feelings;  and past experience admonished me that to hearken was better than to 
sacrifice.  [emphasis added] 

 
The roughness of those times is further demonstrated in reports of difficulties 
hauling the mail through snow and Indian country, sometimes packed in by foot 
("The California Mail Arrived on Thursday, March 25th."  p. 2, col. 6).  The wide 
reach of Mormonism is signaled in personal terms by Parley P. Pratt on his 
mission to South America by lines written in spring, entitled "November in Chili.  
By P. P. Pratt" (p. [3], col. 1).  The Andes are alive with verdure, yet Pratt sighs 
"for the storms of November to come," and the frost and snow "of my own 
mountain home . . ."  Finally, a very long, unsigned editorial "To the Saints" fills 
two and a half columns beneath the inside masthead on page two, and is "To be 
continued" in some future issue of this newspaper.  The content is curious and 
rambling, including these frankly racist paragraphs referring to both blacks 
and Native Americans . . . 

 

  Cain did not obtain Abel's birthright and blessings, though he killed him for 
that purpose;  the blessings which belonged to Abel, descended to his posterity;  
and until the blessings of Abel's birthright are fully received, secured, and 
realized, by his (Abel's) descendants, Cain and his posterity must wear the mark 
which God put upon them;  and his white friends may wash the race of Cain 
with fuller's soap every day, they cannot wash away God's mark;  yet, the 
Canaanite may believe the gospel, repent, and be baptized, and receive the Spirit 
of the Lord;  and if he continue faithful, until Abel's race is satisfied with his 
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blessings, then may the race of Cain receive a fullness of the priesthood, and 
become satisfied with blessings, and the two become as one again, when Cain 
has paid the uttermost farthing. 
 

  The Lamanites, through transgression, became a loathsome, ignorant and filthy 
people, and were cursed with a skin of darkness, which they cannot throw off at 
pleasure, or in a moment, though they should all embrace the gospel at once;  yet 
they have the promise, if they will believe, and work righteousness, that not 
many generations shall pass away before they shall become a white and 
delightsome people;  but it will take some time to accomplish this, at best. 

 

Spreading beyond any isolation of sequestered mountain valleys, this doctrine 
was then picked up and disseminated from London and Liverpool in the August 
28, 1852 number of The Latter-Day Saints' Millennial Star (XIV:27) – again without 
explanation or attribution except "From the Deseret News," the entire article 
reprinted and re-titled, "DIVISION AND UNITY" (pp. 417-21 of the British 
publication). 
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13 THE EDINBURGH REVIEW, OR CRITICAL JOURNAL:  (No. 202.)  April, 1854.  
To Be Continued Quarterly. . . .  London:  Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans;  
Edinburgh: Adam and Charles Black, 1854.  {Price Six Shillings.]  [front wrapper 
title and imprint] 
 

22 cm.  [64; 28 (ads)], [ii ("Contents of No. 202")] pp.;  [1 (general title leaf for 
Vol. XCIX, January - April 1854 [to be used when binding up the full volume, 
verso blank];  [319]-646 pp. (complete issue 202 for April);  ads at end paginated 
as follow:  16, [8], 2, [2], 8, [4 ("American Literature")] pp.  SUMMARY:  The 
complete issue for April 1854, plus a general title page for all of the volume, plus 
lots of ads. $500 

 
 

IN THE ORIGINAL PUBLISHERS' PRINTED WRAPPERS, as issued, just as it would have 
been read even by the most elevated members of society before sending it off 
somewhere to be bound to various, individual specifications.  Original printed 
paper label on spine.  A little separation here and there at spine edges, but a 
wonderful and rare, unsophisticated copy from the past, internally as new, the 
pages fresh, bright and clean.  Untrimmed, but "opened" (pages slit open at the 
outer gathering folds for reading).  On the upper front wrapper is a fine old 
blind-embossed oval stamp of "R. Charnley, Bookseller, Bigg Market, 
Estab[lishe]d 1750, Newcastle On Tyne." 
 

PROVENANCE:  Received a few days ago from a corner of England where my kind 
supplier describes its origin as follows:  "From the Library at The Hermitage, 
near Hexham, Northumberland.  A veritable time-capsule where magazines and 
part-issues (many seemingly unread) were packed away in brown paper secured 
with string, rather than being sent to the binder, where wrappers and inserts 
would have been removed prior to binding in yearly or half-yearly volumes." 
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THE LEAD ARTICLE, pp. 319-83, is untitled, but comprises a consolidated review of 
fourteen books relating to Mormonism, with that general topic so designated in 
the running title at the heads of these pages.  The works to be considered are 
listed at the beginning of the long article as follow: 

 

1.  Patriarchal Order, or Plurality of Wives.  By ORSON SPENCER, Chancellor of the 
University of Deseret. Liverpool: 1853.  
 

2.  The Seer.  Edited by ORSON PRATT.  vol. I.  From January 1853 to December 
1853.  Washington: 1853.  
 

3.  Reports of the Scandinavian^ Italian, and Prussian Missions of the Latter Day Saints.  
Liverpool: 1853.  
 

4.  Millennial Star [the Weekly Organ of Mormonism], vols. XIV. and XV., from 
January, 1852, to December, 1853.  Liverpool : 1852 and 1853.  
 

5.  History of the Mormons.  By Lieutenant GUNNISON. Philadelphia: 1852.  
 

6.  Survey of Utah.  By Captain STANSBURY. Philadelphia: 1852.  
 

7.  The Mormons.  Illustrated by Forty Engravings. London: 1852.  
 

8.  Letters on the Doctrines.  By O. SPENCER. London: 1852.  
 

9.  Hymns of Latter Day Saints.  London: 1851.  
 

10.  The Mormons.  By THOMAS KANE.  Philadelphia: 1850.  
 

11.  A Bill to establish a Territorial Government for Utah.  Washington: 1850.  
 

12.  Exposé of Mormonism.  By JOHN BENNETT.  Boston: 1842.  
 

13.  Doctrines and Covenants of Latter Day Saints.  Nauvoo: 1846.  
 

14.  The Book of Mormon.  Palmyra: 1830.  
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While not so stated here, the author of this all was Rev. William John CONYBEARE 
(1815-57;  Cambridge, 1837), principal of the Liverpool Collegiate Foundation 
and subsequently Vicar of Axminster, Devonshire.  At least four editions of this 
text were reprinted under his name (one posthumously);  see Flake items 2482-
85.  Here we have the original, however, and in the form in which it was first 
seen. 
 

This is a very long piece, and varied.  It runs at first through an extended 
narrative of Mormon history, then with comments on Mormon social and 
theological irony and complexities.  Parts of this are really bad, and presume the 
Spaulding theory without question.  In addition, Conybeare frequently indulges 
in almost gratuitously supercilious denigration, while feigning familiarity with 
all that concerns the Mormons.  He is inevitably better in some parts, of course, 
as in the following two selections: 
 
On plural marriage, and its discovery . . . 

 

In July, 1843, he [Joseph Smith] received a revelation authorising him, and all 
those whom he should license, to take an unlimited number of wives.  This 
document is too long to quote in full, but the manner in which it silences the 
remonstrances of Smith's wife is too curious to be omitted: — 
 

'Let mine handmaid, Emma Smith, receive all those who have been given unto my 
servant Joseph, and who are virtuous and pure before me. . . .  Therefore it shall be lawful 
in me if she receive not this law, for him to receive all things whatsoever I the Lord his 
God will give him. . . .  And he is exempt from the law of Sarah, who administered unto 
Abraham according unto the law, when I commanded Abraham to take Hagar to wife.' 
 

On this revelation Smith and his chief adherents proceeded to act.  But they at 
first concealed the innovation under a profound mystery, and during ten years it 
was only communicated privately to the initiated, and its very existence 
continued unknown to the majority of the sect.  Not many months have yet 
passed since the Mormon leaders have decided on a bolder policy, and have 
publicly avowed this portion of their system.  Their present audacity, indeed, is 
more strange than their former reserve;  considering that the consequences of the 
original invention of this new code of morals were fatal to the Prophet, and 
disastrous to the Church. . . .  [p. 335] 

 
And on Mormon theological materialism . . . 

 

The same retrogressive tendency has led the Mormonites to adopt a system of 
anthropomorphism which has never been equalled by any other sect, though it 
was approached fifteen centuries ago by the Egyptian monks whom Theophilus 
anathematised. Allegorical images, under which the attributes of God were made 
intelligible to the rude Israelites by Moses, and even metaphorical figures, 
adopted by devotional poetry in a later age, are interpreted by Smith and his 
disciples in a sense as merely literal and material, as they would attach to the 
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placards wherein their countrymen describe the person of a fugitive slave.  The 
nature of these materialising dogmas cannot be rendered intelligible except by 
quotations, which, from their profanity, we would willingly omit.  The following 
is an extract from one of their popular catechisms, bearing on the subject:—  
 

" Q. 28.  What is God ? — A. He is a material intelligent personage, possessing both body 
and parts.  
 

" Q. 38. Doth He also possess passions ? — A. Yes, He eats, He drinks, He loves. He hates.  
 

" Q. 44. Can this being occupy two distinct places at once?— A. No." 
 

To the same effect we read in the Mormon hymn- book (349.) :—  
 

' The God that others worship, is not the God for me;  
He has no parts nor body, and cannot hear nor see.'  [p. 356 ends] 

 

A local residence is assigned to this anthropomorphic Deity;  he lives, we are 
told, 'in the planet Kolob.' . . .  Moreover, as he possesses the body and passions of 
a man, so his relations to his creatures are purely human.  Saint Hilary of Poitiers 
asserts that some Arians attacked orthodoxy by the following argument:—'Deus 
pater non erat, quia neque ei filius;  nam si filius, necesse est ut et fœmina sit."  (Hil. 
adv. Const.)  The conclusion thus stated as an absurdity in the fourth century, the 
Mormons embrace as an axiom in the nineteenth.  'In mundi primordiis, Deo erat 
fœmina,'' is an article of their creed. . . .  No existence is 'created';  all beings are 
'begotten.'  So the Prophet tells us in his " last sermon" . . . 
 

'God never did have power to create the spirit of man at all.  The very idea lessens man in 
my estimation.  I know better.' 
 

The superiority of the Mormon God over his creatures consists only in the 
greater power which He has gradually attained by growth in knowledge.  He 
himself originated in 'the union of two elementary particles of matter' . . . and by 
a progressive development reached the human form.  Thus we read that — 
 

'God, of course, was once a man, and from manhood by continual progression, became 
God;  and he has continued to increase from his manhood to the present time, and may 
continue to increase without limit.  And man also may continue to increase in knowledge 
and power as fast as he pleases.' 
 

[pp. 356-57;  Conybeare provides references for a number his Mormon quotes, 
above, which I have bypassed in this transcription as too arcane to be practical 
here.] 

 
R. CONYBEARE has managed to irk Mormons for a century and a half,  
   from Lorenzo Snow to Hugh Nibley!  And of course a work such as this - 

emanating from an austere and prestigious press - could become a public 
relations nightmare and thorn in the side to LDS missionaries of the 1850s.   
"In 1854," explains Michael Homer (to consider an early example), 

 

William John Conybeare, a Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, published an 
article in the Edinburgh Review in which he criticized the teachings and 

M 
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proselyting tactics of Lorenzo Snow.  This article was also published in Denmark, 
France, and India in 1855 and in Italy in 1865.  Conybeare criticized the Book of 
Mormon, Doctrine and Covenants, polygamy, and doctrinal works by various 
Mormon writers.  He also criticized Lorenzo Snow’s Italian mission.  Conybeare 
wrote that Snow’s The Italian Mission was "grotesque." Conybeare claimed the 
Mormon Apostle had "contrived to deceive the Roman Catholic authorities, by 
publishing a tract under the title of 'The Voice of Joseph,' with a woodcut of a 
nun for a frontispiece and a vignette of a cross upon the title page.  Under these 
false colors, they hope soon to win their way." 
 

There is little doubt that these articles and pamphlets found their way into the 
hands of Waldensian pastors because of the close contacts between the reformed 
churches in Switzerland and Piedmont.  Although the Waldensians were initially 
unprepared for the Mormon missionaries in 1850, they were briefed by the 
middle of the decade after they received these publications through their 
network of Protestant ministers.  This development created new difficulties for 
the Mormon missionaries, even among the Waldensians, since their mission was 
not only opposed by Catholics in the cities but also by Protestants in both the 
cities and in the Waldensian valleys.  [Michael W. Homer, "Like the Rose in the 
Wilderness": The Mormon Mission in the Kingdom of Sardinia," Mormon 
Historical Studies 1:2 (Fall 2000), p. 40.] 
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". . . the sons of Joe Smith, the first Mormon prophet, were, during our visit, publicly 
preaching in Salt Lake City against polygamy, and publicly accusing Brigham  

of having defrauded them of their father's property . . ."  –p. 68 
 

14 FERGUSON, Richard S.  MOSS GATHERED BY A ROLLING STONE;  OR, 
REMINISCENCES OF TRAVEL.  Round the World.  By Richard S. Ferguson, M.A., 
Barrister-at-Law, Author of "Cumberland and Westmorland M.P.'s from the Restoration to the 
Reform Bill," and other Works.  Carlisle [England]: C. Thurnam & Sons;  Cairo and 
Alexandria: David Robertson & Co., 1873. 
 

18½ cm.  [4]ff.; 105 pp.  Part III of a series, 
though not so stated, collated COMPLETE here as 
published separately.  Orig. printed rust-colored 
boards.  Front board starting to separate, but in 
all a very good copy.                                         $850 
 

A note at the end of the final page states:  
"Printed at the Offices of C. Thurnam & Sons, 
Carlisle."  CARLISLE sets up against Scotland in 
the northwestern British county of Cumbria, 
and was once a Roman supply town for 
Hadrian's Wall.  On the inside front board of 
this rare regional imprint appears the old purple 
rubber-stamped identification of "G. Thurnam & 
Sons Ltd.  Printers and Stationers.  Carlisle."  
Beneath that, in careful later blue ink hand-

printing:  "NOT FOR SALE."  A modern sticker adjacent bears a carefully-written 
modern number:  "101a."  My source for this item (in northern England) states 
that this was, in fact, "The printer's file-copy," though I have no way of verifying 
that logical attribution. 
 
NOT IN FLAKE.  OCLC locates only one copy in the United States (at Berkeley), 
one in Canada (Univ. of British Columbia), and four in the United Kingdom 
(Oxford, Cambridge, Univ. of Aberdeen, and Trinity College in Dublin) - for a 
total of six copies in all.  OCLC calls for "150, 105 p[ages]." and gives the contents 
of the full set thus:  "pt. 1. Eastward ho [Egypt & up the Nile] -- pt. II. Guide book 
to Thebes and its ruins --  pt. III. Round the world." 
 

What we have here is the third part, describing the author's travels in Australia 
and the United States.  It is published separately without reference to the earlier 
portions discussing Egypt.  "I wrote these letters on board ship to amuse myself," 
explains Ferguson in his Preface, "under the nom-de-plume of 'A Roving 
Cumbrian,' sent them to the Carlisle Patriot because the editor thought they 
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would amuse other people.  I now reprint them because I see a chance of selling 
them.  R. S. F.  Carlisle, October 1873." 
 

Following his tour of Australia, Mr. Ferguson sailed for 89 days to arrive in San 
Francisco in time to observe and describe, in surprising detail, how the Fourth of 
July (1872) was celebrated there, beginning at 4:00 a.m. on that day ("Letter V.," 
pp. 43-47, with "Letter VI" continuing on about that city).  Nevada occupies 
pp. 59-61, including a description of Ute Indians begging at railroad stations and 
their method of wrapping a papoose on a board.  They arrived at Ogden, Utah at 
2:00 p.m. on July 13, and caught the Utah Central Railway to Salt Lake City . . . 
 

UTAH AND MORMONS, pp. 61-76.  "Letter VIII. AMONG THE MORMONS," pp. 62-
70, is followed by an "Appendix to Letter VIII.—Account of Emma Mine Before 
Referred to." (pp. 71-74, datelined "Townsend House, Salt Lake City, Utah, 16th 
July, 1872" and signed in type at its end by "T. S.," a fellow traveler).  They then 
left Salt Lake at 5:00 a.m. on an unstated date to catch the Union Pacific express 
to Chicago.  On board that train was "the Japanese legation, en route to England," 
comprised of thirty or forty people, "mainly lads" who spoke English very well 
and took assiduous notes, "and bothered the Americans much by asking the 
name [sic] of 'the chief noblemen' of every town we came to." (p. 75). 
 

In the Mormon section, Ferguson opens with effusive and literary praise for the 
beauty, prosperity, and kindness of Salt Lake City.  The proprietor of the 
Townsend Hotel where they stayed was rumored to be the husband of all the 
chamber maids, and the father of all the waiters, but the author doesn't believe it.  
The guests enjoyed great freedom to discuss Mormonism there, even while the 
hotel clerk defended the religion with vehement eloquence (p. 62).  However, 
Mormonism and polygamy are doomed, eventually, as decaying institutions . . . 

 

Messrs. Walker, and one or two enterprising milliners, who have settled in Salt 
Lake City since the railroad was made, have dealt polygamy a deadly blow;  
Messrs. Walker and the milliners have introduced the latest European fashions to 
the Mormons, and no Mormon can stand it.  In early days Mormons wore coats 
and gowns of homespun "butternut," and it cost little to dress out several wives, 
but with the rail has come an influx of [p. 63 ends] Gentiles, land speculators, 
and miners, with fashionably-dressed wives, and to their level the Mormon 
ladies now insist on being dressed. . . .  [pp. 62-63] 

 

This visitor reveals an intriguing bit of Territory jargon in reference to a 
ubiquitous symbol of economic cooperation and conformity . . . 

 

The shops and stores kept by Mormons exhibit a sign called by the Gentiles . . . 
the Bull's Eye, being a picture of a gigantic eye with "Holiness to the Lord" 
written over it, and Z.C.M.I. underneath, meaning Zion's Co-operative 
Mercantile Institution.  Three or four years ago the Mormons were powerful 
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enough to prohibit people from dealing at shops which did not display the 
"bull's eye";  now the shops that show the bull's eye are in the minority.  One 
huge dry goods store we inspected—that of Messrs. Walker—a magnificent 
building, fit to be compared with the similar establishment of Messrs. Banks 
Brothers & Bell, in Melbourne . . .  [p. 63] 

 

I myself heard pistol shots one night, and a cry of "another man shot," whereon I 
carefully stayed in bed.  I noticed also, while under the hands of the chief Utah 
dentist, that he had a loaded and capped revolver lying handy among his tooth-
drawing and stuffing implements.  (By the way, . . .  I never heard a man brag so 
of his own proficiency, and he made one pay proportionately,—15 gold dollars 
for stuffing a tooth.)  I also saw during my stay the Sheriff of Utah trying vainly 
to raise a posse . . .  [p. 69] 

 

  While at Salt Lake City we attended an open-air meeting in favour of Horace 
Greeley's candidature for the Presidency of the States, and at it the whole 
Mormon party ticket for Utah was declared, George Q. Cannon being the 
selection for Congress man. . . .  [p. 69 ends] . . .  We heard George Q.'s speech;  
he advocated free everything—"free press, free religion"—which are very novel 
cries in the mouth of an out-and-out Mormon.  There was plenty of noise, but no 
fighting, at the election meeting;  two brass bands and two cannons played at 
intervals to enliven the proceedings.  On one occasion one of these cannons was 
badly loaded;  the cartridge blew out unburnt, and knocked heels over head an 
unfortunate cow that was quietly walking up street to be milked.  [pp. 69, 70] 

 

The chapter by "T. S." to the Emma mine conjures up rich imagery of stupendous 
scenery and the hardships and stark drama of travel across that terrain, 
including "nine miles of the wildest country I ever saw" . . . 

 

At times I was completely obscured from all observation by the hanging rocks 
over my head;  then, again striking a part of the road through a semi-burned 
clump of pines, I arrived at Alta City, right above which is the Emma.  My first 
ten minutes were spent in a saloon getting a snack, and listening to some miners 
quarrelling over a game of cards.  However, one of them producing a revolver, 
and another a bowie-knife, I bethought myself it was time to quit.  [p. 72] 

 

Harrowing ride down Little Cottonwood Canyon.  To close, here is Mr. S' 
description of the stage coach ride down from Alta to Salt Lake City, which made 
him long for the mustang he had rented to get up the hill earlier . . . 

 

The stage starting at two o'clock I had to hurry off and join it at Alta.  Well, little I 
thought what was in store for me.  You must remember that American stages are 
not by any means like an omnibus, but are three-seated buggies, covered in on 
top by an arched roof, open all along the sides, and hung on leather springs.  Off 
we started down the same road I had ridden up in the morning.  We had two 
lady passengers and one gentleman besides myself.  I could have had the horse 
back again to where I got it, but I felt so used up I thought I'd be easier in the 
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stage—poor deluded being that I was.  Then H. [the writer's "dear" 
correspondent] can you imagine such a conveyance as I've described, drawn by 
six horses, being dragged over—can I call it a road?  No, by jingo, it's only a 
conglomeration of boulders, dust, ditches, &c.  If you have ever seen the stones, 
lime, lumber, &c., laid down to begin building a house with, [p. 73 ends] then 
you can form some faint idea of the road down Little Cotton canyon.  At one 
time I was bumped smash against the other gent, then banged forward into one 
of the girls' laps, then back again to my own seat, only to be tossed up to the 
ceiling of the coach, bashing my sportive white tile [sic] over my eyes.  Oh, it was 
killing.  Then the dust got so great that you couldn't see three yards at times from 
the coach's side — that's a fact.  One of the girls got sick with the jolting, and I 
had to hold her head.  Then our way got blocked up by a slip of stones together 
forming the boundary of the road;  and our trestle-trees broke, so we had to lift 
the coach over a granite boulder about 3 feet high.  But the worst journey comes 
to an end, and ours did so when we stopped at the side of the way to change 
horses.  We had to drive like mad to catch the train at Sandy Station, getting in 
just as the cars came up.  We took three hours to drive the first nine miles, and 
only one and a quarter to drive the next nine.  I arrived at Salt Lake City at 7-45, 
most thoroughly done up, but more pleased with my day's work than almost any 
since I've left home.  [pp. 73-74;  July 15, 1872] 

 
 
 

"If you can come down here I will go with you to Nauvoo & Warsaw,  
introduse you to Mrs Bideman  Smiths widow & her son Joseph Smith  

who is quite an inteligent & gentlemanly fellow —"  [p. 2] 
 

15 FERRIS, H[iram]. G[ano]. (1822-93).  AUTOGRAPH LETTER SIGNED to "Friend 
Wilcox" (apparently in Galesburg, Illinois).  Carthage, Illinois, November 2, 1859. 
 

24½ X 19½ cm.  2½ pp. on 2 conjugate leaves.  Written in a clear hand on lined 
writing paper.  Folded horizontally in quarters for filing.  In fine, fresh condition, 
nearly as new. $750 
 

FERRIS' father Stephen Gano Ferris was an 1832 settler of Hancock County, 
Illinois.  Young Hiram got to meet Chief Black Hawk near St. Louis during the 
family's emigration trip (during which Stephen F. Austin reportedly tried to lure 
the family to settle in Texas).  Hiram was educated at Galesburg, Illinois and then 
went to California 1850-56 where he achieved some local prominence;  some of 
his papers are preserved at the Bancroft Library in Berkeley.  Returning to 
Hancock County in 1856, Ferris took up residence in Carthage, practiced law and 
became president of the local bank (Thomas Gregg, History of Hancock County, 
Illinois . . . [Chicago: Charles C. Chapman & Co., 1880], 706ff.)  His correspondent 
Mr. Wilcox has asked about the Mormons, and Ferris (whom Wilcox dockets 
here as "H. Gano Ferris") obliges at some length . . . 
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   The Mormans generally so far as I knew them here were an industrious, 
energetic & earnest people.  Their style of dress conversation & manner of living 
was about the same as others not Mormans in the same circumstances as to 
property;  They were almost universally very persistent & certain in their 
religious views & convictions — Would often say that they knew Joseph Smith 
was a prophet of God & that this knowledge was beyond mere belief or faith[,] 
that it was as certain & unquestionable as any thing else in the world – This as 
well as all other material points in regard to their church they knew to be true by 
the [p. 1 ends] 
 

working of mericals, from proofs in the old & new Testament Scriptures & from 
drect [sic] revelation from God  — The members of their church as far as I knew 
them possessed everage [sic] common sense & judgment as to business & the 
ordinary affairs of life  Many among them were really inteligent –and about a 
usual proportion I should think were well educated . . . 

 

There is much more on the Mormons here, and it is at least of equal quality with 
the paragraphs above.  The writer's older brother John M. FERRIS, an attorney and 
justice of the peace (see Gregg, p. 707) was a Fountain Green, Illinois 
representative at the mass indignation meeting held June 13, 1844 at Warsaw 
which reacted to news of the destruction of the Nauvoo Expositor press (HC 
6:464). 

 
All are at liberty to select new partners if they choose;   

and many have chosen.  [p. 6] 
 

16 THE HOME MISSIONARY  (pamphlet-format monthly newspaper, New York, 
published by the Executive Committee of the American Home Missionary 
Society) for May, 1846 [XIX:1]. 
 

23 cm.  24 pp.  Original green wrappers printed on all sides.  A nice-looking 
copy, although text shows dampstains & foxing.  "Hon D. Mack" neatly penned 
in upper margin of front wrapper. $75 
 

A report entitled, "Mormon atrocities," sent in by Rev. A. B. ROBBINS from 
Bloomington, Iowa, occupies four column inches, and complains of the corrup-
tion among nearby Mormons who "are now receiving their endowments.  The 
Lord having accepted the temple, as they say . . ."  One aspect of their new-found 
"power from on high," explains Robbins, ". . . is the power to dissolve the 
marriage covenant."  Dejected Mormon wives ". . . now come to the  'Gentiles,' 
and in the bitterness of their souls inquire, 'What shall we do?  our husbands 
have left us and taken young wives, and we and our children are left destitute.'" 
 

One woman, we read, both educated and formerly pious, has embraced the 
system to the point of abandoning her husband and only child in order "to seek 
out a 'spiritual [husband],' for California." 
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". . . Jo Smith has been arrested, on a requisition of the Governor of Missouri,  
to answer for crimes committed in that State.  This has  

no doubt exasperated the Mormons."  –p. 208 
 

17 KENDALL'S EXPOSITOR for 1841:  Containing an Epitome of the Proceedings of 
Congress at the Memorable Extra Session:  Also, Dissertations Upon Currency, 
Exchanges, the Tariff, and Other Topics, with a Summary of Current News.  Vol. I.  
Washington: William Greer, Printer, 1841. 
 

23 cm.  xvi, 416 pp., collated 
COMPLETE.  General title, index, 
and lengthy note "To Subscribers 
and Friends" signed in type  
by "Amos Kendall, Jan. 27th, 
1842," pp. [i]-xvi. 
 

Autobiographical "NARRATIVE" 
of Kendall's interactions early in 
his career with Henry Clay and 
family, pp. 401-5.  KENDALL was 
Postmaster General and an 
important member of Andrew 
Jackson's "Kitchen Cabinet," as well as a highly influential figure in the 
development of American journalism. $185 
 

Contemporary calf-backed orange paste-grain-decorated boards;  gilt-lettered 
spine.  Binding solid but wearing (some joint cracking, upper spine cap chipped 
away, etc.), and the text generally foxed.  A few issues are badly stained (not 
affecting the Mormon articles), evidently before being bound up in this volume 
in the mid-1800s.  Apparent ownership inscriptions (or less likely, distributor's 
designations) on pp. [1] and [225] of subscriber Amos TEWKSBURY, an 1802 settler 
in Susquehanna County, Pennsylvania (township of Waterford, later named Hop 
Bottom and finally Brooklyn, less then twenty miles from where the Hales and 
Smiths resided). 
 

Mormons, pp. 151, 208, 240 and 328 (the latter short piece being identical to that 
on p. 240).  The principal article is on the back page of the issue for June 30, 1841, 
(4½ column inches on page 208), entitled "THE MORMONS" . . . 

 

. . . This strange sect is, it seems, about to get into new difficulties, In Iowa, 
opposite their settlement in Illinois . . .  
 

  Some months since [i.e., ago,] the Mormon leader, Jo Smith, said he had a 
revelation from Heaven to the effect that the "Latter Day Saints," as the Mormons 
call themselves, should go over the Mississippi and possess this fair land. . . .  
Claiming title from God, they defy the authorities of Iowa, and threaten death to 
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the commissioners who have been appointed to survey and divide the land 
among its rightful owners. . . . 

 

We also read here that Martin Harris, "an apostate from the Mormons, who has 
been preaching against them, was recently found murdered by a shot through 
the head."  A quick blurb on page 151 (June 9, 1841 issue) appears as follows: 

 

  Translation.—Two Mormon Priests, Smith and Rigdon, lately rode out together, 
and only Smith returned.  He said Rigdon had been translated to Heaven!  Such 
is the story. 

 
 

 
 

In the highest seat of the "Aaronic priesthood," sits the reverend father of  
the prophet;  the next below is occupied by 'Joe,' and his prime minister, Rigdon. 

 

18 (Kirtland, Ohio)  "MORMONS."  ARTICLE in the NEWARK DAILY ADVERTISER 
(Newark, New Jersey) for Thursday evening, July 6, 1837 [6:100]. 
 

Folio, [4] pp. (complete issue).  Leaves separated from each other;  some edge 
wear and light staining. $85 
 

Taken from the Evening Star, this article appears on page [2] and fills 5¼ column 
inches with colorful detail about the Mormons in Kirtland . . . 

 

. . . These crazy fanatics have their grand tabernacle at a place they call Kirtland, 

. . .  The Bank failed. . . .  The temple is a beautiful building of rough stone, three 
stories high, about 70 to 75 feet square. . . .  The attic story is occupied as school 
rooms, five in number, where the various branches of English, Latin, Greek and 
Hebrew languages are taught to a large number of students.  The actual cost of 
the temple is not known, but it is estimated to have cost not less than $60,000. 
 

  Smith, from the account of a late visit in the Miami of the Lake newspaper, is 
represented as a placid looking knave, with passionless features, and perfectly 
composed in the midst of the heterogeneous multitude who have become the 
victimized dupes of his imposture.  Rigdon is described as the reverse, with a 
face full of fire, a tenor voice, and of eloquent speech. . . .  Rigdon is the wire-
puller or screen of Joe's inspirations.  The followers are many of them upright 
men, and tolerant towards other sects . . . 
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19 (Kirtland, Ohio)  Amusing manuscript PETITION SIGNED by eighteen citizens 
including the brother of Newell K. WHITNEY, four COWDERYs,  and Joseph 
Smith's non-Mormon friend Christopher G. CRARY.  Kirtland, Ohio, March 1844. 
 

31½ X 20 cm.  Verso blank but for simple 
filing note dated March 12, 1844.  
Rejoined professionally with archival 
tissue at three horizontal folds, with 
slight loss of writing along a portion of 
one fold (but entirely readable).  Toning 
and light offset.      $2,500 
 

Written in an attempted ornamental 
hand, reading in its entirely as follows: 
 

To the Hon. the Court of Com[mo]n Pleas 
in and for the County of Lake, now in 
Session. 
 

  We the undersigned, citizens of 
Kirtland and its vicinity, request the 
Court of Common Pleas now in session 
to grant no licences to King Milleken or 
A J Bump to sell ardent spirits, for the 
reason that such licences are not 
necessary to accommodate the travelling 
public, there being one already ^one^ licenced tavern in our village sufficiently 
large and commodious for the public convenience, and any additional one must 
inevitably derive its support from the corrupt and vicious in its immediate vicinity, 
and from similar characters in other parts of the town. 
 

Kirtland, March , 1844. 
 
Names. 
 

M. F. Cowdery 
 [Marcellus F. Cowdery, served as missionary companion to George A. Smith, 

drawing large crowds.  Nephew of Oliver Cowdery, and eldest son of Warren 
A. Cowdery.] 

 

Solomon Woodard 
 [born ca. 1794;  his gravestone at Evergreen Cemetery in Painesville Township 

says he died May 16, 1867 at age 73;  md. Jane McBride.] 
 

Darius Martindale 
 [1791-1860, accused in Millennial Star 34:630 of having stolen forty bushels of 

wheat in the 1840s.] 
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C. S. Martindale 
 [Cyrus S. Martindale, son of Darius Martindale.  Accused in Millennial Star 

34:630 of multiple thefts in the 1840s while blaming his nephew.] 
 

L. T. Keney 
 

Samuel Tomlinson 
 [named by Christopher Crary as an early Kirtland settler and an 1830s 

temperance advocate there] 
 

Orange H. Wait 
 [appears in the Painesville Telegraph of Apr. 7, 1847 p. 3,. col. 3 as administrator 

of an estate in probate;  see several mentions online as a solid Madison County, 
New York citizen and later progressive Farmer in Willoughby, Ohio] 

 

Benjn Austin 
 [Benjamin Austin.  "The first meeting room occupied by the saints of the 

Reorganized Church, in Nauvoo, was a small one in the rented premises of 
Benjamin Austin, who was among the first to move into the city from abroad.  
Here for nearly a year and a half we kept up our Sunday worship, afterwards 
in the premises once owned by Elder William Marks . . ." - Joseph Smith III and 
Heman C. Smith, History of the Church [RLDS] . . . (Lamoni, Iowa, 1920) 3:272] 

 

S F Whitney 
 ["Rev." S[amuel]. F[ranklin]. Whitney (1806–1886), brother to Newel K. 

Whitney.  "Moved to Kirtland in 1826 and wrote about his experience of the 
Mormons—as well as surmises and rumors—for Arthur B. Deming's Naked 
Truths About Mormonism (1888)."  http://www.saintswithouthalos.org/b/doty_w.phtml 

 

 "Thou hast an ungodly brother who . . . supposes he is a minister of the gospel 
and makes his boasts that his feet are upon the Rock that cannot be moved.  But 
as thou hast besought the Lord many times for him, and greatly desired his 
salvation, the Lord will hear and answer thy prayers . . ."  Joseph Smith Sr. to 
Newel K. Whitney (patriarchal blessing, Sept. 14, 1835 in Marquardt, Early 
Patriarchal Blessings [SLC, 2007], 47)] 

 
Names. 
 
David Magoon 
 [David Henry Magoon/McGoon (1813-91);  md. Nancy Seely, Jan. 1, 1834;  md. 

Mary Delilah (Ives) Francis, July 26, 1840;  moved to Wisconsin before 1850;  
died in Iowa] 

 

Wm Thompson 
 

Eli Thompson 
 [both Thompson names here appear to be in the same hand] 
 

Isaac Jones 

 

http://www.saintswithouthalos.org/b/doty_w.phtml
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C G Crary 
 [Christopher Gore Crary, supplied lumber for Kirtland temple, spoke well of 

Joseph Smith;  author of Pioneer and Personal Reminiscences (Marshalltown, 
Iowa, 1893, Flake item 2576;  see: 

 http://olivercowdery.com/hurlbut/1893crar.htm ] 
 

Timothy[D.?] Martindale 
 [middle initial unclear, but quite possibly the well-known local citizen, "anti-

Mormon" and man to whom the Mormons owed money for his farm land] 
 

Warren A Cowdery 
 [brother of Oliver Cowdery;  helped manage book bindery and printing office 

at Kirtland;  editor of the Messenger and Advocate, member of the Kirtland High 
Council;  assisted in writing the dedicatory prayer for the Kirtland Temple.  See 
an example of his signature and Lyman H. Cowdery's signature at:  
http://josephsmithpapers.org/paperSummary/indenture-23-november-
1836?p=2 ] 

 

Lyman H. Cowdery 
 [Lyman Hervey Cowdery, nephew of Oliver, and son of Warren A. Cowdery] 
 

M. D. Cowdery 
 [Martius Dyer/Dyar Cowdery, nephew of Oliver, and second son of Warren A. 

Cowdery] 

 

 
bottom portion of the petition 

 

"Joseph Smith was said to be ignorant and illiterate," recalled non-Mormon 
Christopher G. CRARY (signature in top right portion of the illustration just 
above), "but contact with mankind and native ability had given him polished 
manners, and his language, so far as I was qualified to judge, was correct, 
forcible, right to the point, and convincing."  The two men were the same age, 
and knew one another in Kirtland, where Crary provided lumber for the temple.  
Against Rigdon's advice, Joseph Smith redeemed the Kirtland "Bank" notes with 
which Crary had been paid for his services .  Prophet or not, thought Crary, here 
was a man with a good mind:  "From my acquaintance and dealings with him I 
considered him far superior to the educated Rigdon in intellectual ability, 
honesty and integrity of character."  ("Pioneer Reminiscences.  {Written for the 
Independent.}"  A series of newspaper articles in the Willoughby Independent, 
Willoughby, Ohio, ca. 1889-92 (scrapbook at Utah State Univ. Library, p. 10) 

http://josephsmithpapers.org/paperSummary/indenture-23-november-1836?p=2
http://olivercowdery.com/hurlbut/1893crar.htm
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A signature which one could wish to find among these temperance advocates 
might be the LDS Church official in Kirtland, Reuben McBride.  However, the 
signatories above were viewed as apostates by this time, or non-Mormons.  Even 
worse, Mr. A. J. Bump, who sought to open a second tavern (whether this was 
the once-prominent Jacob Bump or some relative), was hardly a friend to the 
Church now, either, as seen in McBride's reminiscence recorded nine years later 
. . . 

 

In the year 1841 at the fall conference held 6th Oct at Nauvoo Ill. I was apointed 
by Brother Joseph Smith in place of Oliver Grainger who died in Kirtland Ohio 
and recvd a general power of Atty to transact Business in the Estern and Middle 
States and more perticularly Kirtland Lake Co Ohio and take charge of all the 
Church property in that place including the Temple  the farm was rented to 
Joseph Coe who had left the Ch[urch],  in the year 1844, I recvd a letter from Br 
Joseph to Remove him from the farm Mr Coe refusing to pay the rent because he 
Said the ch[urch] owed him for his share of the Egyptian Mummies and was not 
willing to leave the place  I removed him and took posession of the place 15 
April /44 in July /45 the Rigdonites tryed to drive me force off the place my life 
was thretned by Jacob Bump who once belonged to the Church through 
Mobing and continued trouble by day and by night by Rigdonites and 
Strangites all apostates from the Ch[urch] 
 

[ http://www.biographicalwiki.com/index.php/Reuben_McBride_%281803-
1891%29:_Writings , citing "Statement: LDS Church Historian's Archives, 

MS 3171" (emphasis added;  accessed November 14, 2013)] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.biographicalwiki.com/index.php/Reuben_McBride_%281803-1891%29:_Writings
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20 LUTHERAN MISSIONARY TRACT NO. I, Issued by the American Evangelical 
Lutheran Immigrant Missionary Society.  [caption title].  Grand Island 
[Nebraska]: Grand Island "Herold" Print, n.d. (but 1884?). 
 

20.2 cm.  Single sheet folded to form 4 pages, 
but inside pages comprise a single BROAD-
SHEET (which thus measures 29.5 X 20.2 cm., 
turned vertically, illustrated AT LEFT).  On 
newsprint paper of the era, but not brittle.  
Once folded into fourths;  medium soil and 
wear but complete and not tearing.          $125 
 

NOT IN FLAKE;  not on OCLC.  Deliciously 
scarce circular issued by a society organized 
September 24, 1883 at Tekamah, Nebraska "in 
behalf of our german and scandiavian 
people" and printed here on the press of 
Grand Island's Der Herold newspaper.  
Aggressively Lutheran:  "A deep prayerful 
spirit prevailed, and all present seemed to 
feel, that God had lead them to make this 

step.  In the words of our Secretary;  'The whole movement is one of consecrated 
enthusiasm. . . .'"  (p. [3]).  Such alarming vigor inspired additional . . . 
 

Work Undertaken at the Third Convention at Clear Creek, Neb., March 13.–14. 1884 
 

1.  A TRACT AGAINST MORMONISM is to be issued and circulated extensively in 
Germany and Scandinavia, where Mormon Missionaries labor, as a voice of warning 
to the people from their own Lutheran church in America. 

 
This is all there is on the Mormons, but it says a lot about Midwestern German-
speaking perceptions of what the Latter-day Saints were doing to good 
Lutherans back in the old country.  I find no mention in Flake of the possible 
anti-Mormon tract envisioned above. 
 

 
21 MACLAURY, Fannie [Maria] (b. 1866), and [Martha Jane] "Mattie" MACLAURY 

(1867-1957).  THE VACATIONERS' STORY of Their Trip from East to West and 
Home Again.  By Fannie and Mattie MacLaury.  Delhi, N. Y.: Express Printery, 1910. 
 

23 cm.  [64] unnumbered pages.  Numerous small black and white illustrations 
which may have come from amateur photographs.  Orig. dark green wrappers 
printed in scarcely-visible red lettering on the front.  Very good;  a little soiling 
and minor wear. $175 
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NOT IN FLAKE or other expected relevant bibliographies.  A privately-published 
amateur travelogue (only edition) located in only six copies by OCLC (authors' 
data above supplied by online genealogical research).  UTAH AND MORMONS, 
pp. [23] (Tabernacle choir performs at the Seattle Exposition) and [39-42 
(including parts of Chapters XI-XII)]. 
 

From July 31 to October 11, 1909, these unmarried sisters in their forties, from 
little Kortright, Delaware County (east-central New York State, near Oneonta) 
took what must have been their trip of a lifetime:  more than 8,000 miles by rail, 
not counting side trips, across the continent (Utica to Seattle, down to California 
and back through Nevada, Utah, Wyoming Colorado, Kansas, Missouri, etc.).  
Their narrative is tame but enthusiastic, published here at the suggestion of 
"numbers of" friends.  In Salt Lake, after listening to the requisite pin drop in the 
Tabernacle (and observing that most of the 4,000 worshippers were in fact 
tourists), Fannie and Mattie remind us today that ordinary people from upstate 
New York knew little of the Mormons by 1909 . . . 

 

It was news to us that this religion originated in Manchester, N. Y., where in 1830 
the first president, Joseph Smith, is said to have received a visit from the angel 
Mormon who delivered to him two golden plates, inscribed in Hebrew. . . .  One 
of the tourists, whose curiosity evidently exceeded his belief, inquired for the 
golden plates and was courteously informed that they were returned to the 
messenger who brought them.  [p. (41)] 

 
 

 
Orson Pratt, the boss Mormon, being dead, the injunction  

"beware of widows," is more necessary than ever.  [October 22, 1881, p. 2] 
 

22 (Mining)  THE TRUE FISSURE (newspaper, Candelaria, Esmeralda County, 
Nevada),  1881-82. 
 

Folio.  26 assorted weekly issues (each complete in [4] pages) between July 23, 
1881 and July 22, 1882 [II:8 – III:8].  Neatly disbound, and most leaves cleanly 
separated from one another along the backfolds (logically from the microfilming 
master set later discarded by a major Western university library).  In generally 
very good condition, and not brittle. the twenty-six unique issues, postpaid:  $750 
 

APPARENTLY UNIQUE:  OCLC finds none of these anywhere in original copies, 
and only two other, 1880 issues held in hard copy by the American Antiquarian 
Society in Worcester, Massachusetts.  All other holdings at various institutions 
are microfilm (based on careful examination of OCLC-referenced holdings 
records, followed up by direct inquiry regarding one ambiguous holding record 
at the Bancroft Library, which confirms that they own no hard-copy originals). 
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The principal value of these papers is Western mining history, and it is certainly 
quaint and colorful in places, but there is also a smattering of Mormon or Utah-
related articles, including one story copied from the equally-rare (if even extant) 
Silver Reef Miner (from Washington County, Utah) about a living frog exhumed 
from a cavity in a Utah mine, 300 feet underground (a common belief in the 
nineteenth century), quoting the Utah editor as saying that . . . 

 
A Utah Frog Story 

 

. . . it somewhat staggered our belief when we were shown on Thursday of this 
week a well-developed, natural-looking, lively frog, about two inches in length, 
taken from the solid rock, in the Barbee & Walker mine, at a depth of 300 feet 
from the surface.  The miner who discovered this stranger in its prison-house 
says:  "I had put off a blast and cleared away the rock, and was spotting a place 
for another hole with a pick, but the rock appearing soft I continued to pick, and 
opened up a cavity about as large as my fist, and out jumped this frog!"  Of 
course the escaped prisoner was captured and brought to the company's office, 
and placed on exhibition in a glass case. . . . it had no mouth, and evidently no 
appetite . . . —Silver Reef Miner.   [issue of The True Fissure for Oct. 15, 1881, p. 4 
(4½ inches)] 

 
Other Utah or Mormon items appear in the issues for: 
 

–September 17, 1881, p. 2 (2 inches of text regarding a Carson City editor who 
has moved to Salt Lake to become a reporter for the Salt Lake Tribune) 
 

–November 5, 1883, p. 3 ("Death Valley," 5 column inches including mentions of 
a failed Mormon guide;  eerie descriptionx of the dead wagon train with vehicles 
still standing, surrounded by bleached bones). 
 

–July 22, 1881, front page center, filling 2½ column inches as follow . . . 
 

  A Mormon woman, Mrs. Hampton, has been telling a Chicago reporter that 
when Mormon women are getting married, a white dress with a flowing cape is 
worn.  During the ceremony this cape is over the bride's face until the groom lifts 
it.  When the wife dies she is buried with this cape on her head, and when she is 
laid in her coffin the cape is thrown over her face.  The teaching of the Mormon 
leaders is that she cannot be resurrected until the husband raises this cape from 
her face;  that if he is satisfied that she has been a faithful and obedient wife, he 
will raise this cape and she will be resurrected, but if not satisfied he will refuse 
to do so, and she cannot be resurrected.  One of the most common threats[,] she 
said, by which her husband used to compel to obedience was that if she didn't 
obey him "she should never be resurrected." 

 
CANDELARIA, a dismally "dry camp" ghost town some 120 miles southeast of 
Fallon, Nevada (directly east of Yosemite) thrived for a few years without 
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enough water for conventional mining.  It managed a few hotels, barber shops, 
and enough businesses to fill numerous ads in each issue of the rare newspaper 
here at hand.  Weekly reports of mining, or murders, entertainments, and 
regional news are very well written, and we see regular updates on the health of 
wounded Pres. Garfield as well (and the impending execution of Guiteau).  It is 
remarkable to read the elaborate details of the mourning parade and proceedings 
in such a place as this, as soon as the President died.  Good stuff, preserved in the 
original printing here, and nowhere else. 
 
 
 

The personage who impiously assumed the name of Christ,  
and professed to enjoy eternal life, gave the lie to his pretensions by  

dying last Wednesday, while on his way up the river to Independence . . . 
 

23 (Missouri)  "'REGULATING' THE MORMONITES."  Full-page article in NILES' 
WEEKLY REGISTER (Baltimore) for September 14, 1833 [Fourth series Vol. IX, 
No. 3;  Vol. XLV;  Whole No. 1,147]. 
 

24½ cm.  Paged [33]-48 (16 pages, compl2ete issue).  Disbound and with stains of 
medium darkness in some areas. $125 
 

Taken from the Missouri Republican of August 9, 1833, this is a report of the 
events which led to what is now D&C Section 98.  It begins at the end of page 47, 
and fills the entire back page (16½ column inches of small type).  It describes a 
singularly proper and gentlemanly process against the fanatic, indigent 
Mormonites who were even trying to import free men of color to out-settle and 
outnumber the old citizens, threatening the Missourians' safety and livelihood 
. . . 

 

 Whereupon, it was unanimously resolved by the meeting, that the "Star" 
printing office should be razed to the ground, and the type and press secured.  
Which resolution was, with the utmost order, and the least noise or disturbance 
possible, forthwith carried into execution, as also some other steps of a similar 
tendency;  but no blood was spilled or any blows inflicted.  The meeting then 
adjourned to the 23d instant, to meet again to know further concerning the 
determination of the Mormons. 

 

The St. Louis editors characterize these "extraordinary proceedings" as "wholly at 
war with the genius of our institutions, and as subversive of good order as the 
conduct of the fanatics themselves.  Perhaps, however, it was the only method 
which could have been effectually put in practice to get this odious description of 
population out of the way."  Attitudes of the press, of course, would swing 
dramatically to sympathize with the Mormons five years later, following the 
Hawn's Mill Massacre.  Even at the time of this paper, however, the Delaware 
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Journal is quoted in a letter it received from St. Louis under date of July 26 with 
rather a more sanguine description of the same events.  Regarding Edward 
Partridge, for example, we read at the bottom of this page that, "The high priest 
was tarred and feathered, and paraded through the village in a cart." 
 

 
 

"The loss of property they do not so much deplore, as the mental and bodily  
sufferings in which they have been subjected . . ."  [pp. 12-13] 

 

24 (Missouri)  HIGBEE, Elias.  . . . "LATTER-DAY SAINTS," ALIAS MORMONS.  THE 
PETITION of the Latter-Day Saints, Commonly Known As Mormons, stating That they 
have purchased lands of the General Government, lying in the State of Missouri, from 
which they have been driven with force by the constituted authorities of the State, and 
prevented from occupying the same;  and have suffered other wrongs, for which they pray 
Congress to provide a remedy.  December 21, 1840.  Referred to the Committee on the 
Judiciary.  To the honorable the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States 
of America in Congress assembled:  Your memorialists, Elias Higbee and Robert B. 
Thompson, would most RESPECTFULLY REPRESENT: . . .  [caption title;  at head:  "26th 
CONGRESS, 2d Session.  HO(USE). OF REPS.  DOC. NO. 22."]  [Washington, 1840]. 
 

22½ cm.  13 pp. + orig. final blank leaf.  Neatly 
disbound.  Medium foxing;  some old pucker-
ing of the leaves from early binding.             $750 
 

Flake 3993;  Fales & Flake 2;  Crawley 94.  The 
second U.S. Government document to discuss 
the Mormons.  The writing of this petition was 
probably an ill-calculated step urged by new 
Mormon convert John C. BENNETT at the 
Nauvoo conference held October 4, 1840.  "Both 
Higbee and Joseph Smith must have known," 
suggests Peter Crawley, "that a second appeal 
would be fruitless," but perhaps they still 
hoped for "some favorable publicity for the 
Saints."  In fact, the bill died as soon as it was 
printed, and even worse, 

 

On February 15, 1841, Lewis F. Linn, the junior senator from Missouri, 
complained in the Senate that the petition was giving a false impression of his 
constituency, and he moved that the Senate print a transcript of the testimony at 
Joseph Smith's 1838 hearing before Austin A. King, which was published . . . 
February 15, 1841 . . .  This publication provided grist for the anti-Mormon mill 
for years . . . 
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  Generally the Higbee-Thompson petition is the same as the one submitted a 
year earlier.  It incorporates some expositional improvements and one 
substantive change:  the Mormon losses in Jackson, estimated at $175,000 in the 
first, are reduced to $120,000 in the second.  The bulk of the petition rehearses the 
Mormons' difficulties in the various Missouri counties, points out that they have 
exhausted all possibilities within the state, and declares that no redress is 
possible "unless it be awarded by the Congress of the United States."  [Crawley 
Vol. 1, p. 144 (entry 94)] 

 
 

"It was stated by Joseph Smith, jr., 
that it was necessary this band should be 

bound together by a covenant, that those who revealed 
the secrets of the society should be put to death."  —Sampson Avard, p. [1] 

 

25 Missouri. Circuit Court (5th Circuit).  . . . DOCUMENT showing The testimony 
given before the judge of the fifth judicial circuit of the State of Missouri, on the trial of 
Joseph Smith, jr., and others, for high treason, and other crimes against that State.  
February 15, 1841.  Ordered to be printed.  [caption title;  at head:  "26th CONGRESS, 
2d Session.  {SENATE.}  (Document) {189}"]  [Washington], Blair & Rives, 
printers, 1841. 
 

22½ cm.  47 pp.  Nearly fine;  neatly disbound.  A very presentable, clean copy.  
 $1,200 
 

IMPORTANT.  Flake 5428;  Fales & Flake 4.  The 
fourth U.S. government document to discuss the 
Mormons, and the first printing of the testi-
mony at the hearing which sent Joseph Smith 
and others to the Liberty Jail.  Research by L. R. 
Jacobs demonstrated that this document was 
printed before the Fayette, Missouri printing 
(Flake 5427) which is cited repeatedly by 
Stephen C. LeSueur in The 1838 Mormon War in 
Missouri (Columbia, Missouri, 1987), who 
considered it to be "an indispensable collection 
of primary materials relating to the Mormon-
Missourian conflict." (p. 272).  See Seagull Books 
Catalogue One, [Salt Lake City, December 1992], 
entry 128, illustrating a copy nearly identical to 
this one, offered at $1,200. 
 

HERE is where we get so much of our information on the "Daughters of Zion," or 
Danites, and here is their oath, (modeled after the well-known Masonic oaths of 
the time):  
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. . . holding up their right hands, "In the name of Jesus Christ, the Son of God, I 
do solemnly obligate myself ever to conceal, and never to reveal, the secret 
purposes of this society called the Daughters of Zion.  Should I ever do the same, 
I hold my life as the forfeiture."  [p.2] 

 

This came in the testimony of Sampson Avard.  Avard claimed that Joseph & 
Hyrum Smith and Sidney Rigdon were directly connected with the Danites, that 
"the "Danite band feel themselves as much bound to obey them, as to obey the 
Supreme God." p.2. 
 

W. W. PHELPS was a witness for the State of Missouri against the Mormons.  His 
testimony appears on pages 43-47, and relates murderous statements and 
covenants made by Sidney Rigdon "with uplifted hands." 
 

Finally, here is an extract from Reed PECK's famous testimony . . . 
 

. . . Mr. Rigdon said, in the same [salt] sermon, that he would assist to erect a 
gallows on the square, and hang them all [Mormon dissenters].  Joseph Smith, jr., 
was present, and followed Mr. Rigdon, after he had made the above declaration, 
and said he did not wish to do any thing unlawful.  He then spoke of the fate of 
Judas, and said that Peter had hung him, (Judas;) and said that he approved of 
Mr. Rigdon's sermon, and called it a good sermon.  [pp. 20-21] 

 
 

 
 

 

26 (Nauvoo)  Partly-printed NAUVOO CITY PROPERTY TAX RECEIPT FORM accomplished 
in manuscript for early Commerce pioneer (and Latter-day Saint) Davison 
HIBBARD.  City of Nauvoo, [Illinois], April 2, 1844. 
 

8 X 20½ cm.  Verso blank but for old penciled personal filing note (by Hibbard or 
associate), "City Tax of 1843."  Cleanly separating along one of the printed lines 
(less than two inches) without any loss.  Some edge wear and soil. $250 
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"I attended meeting in the forenoon," recorded Joseph Smith of August 11, 1839, 
"and heard a sermon by Parley P. Pratt.  In the afternoon there was one baptized, 
and four were confirmed, namely, Brother Hibbard, his wife, little son, and 
daughter.  The Sacrament was administered."  (HC 4:6-7).  HIBBARD was one of 
the original settlers from the 1820s.  To see the location of his lands adjoining the 
river (near Joseph Smith's eventual homes), see the map on p. [50] of Glen 
Leonard's Nauvoo:  A Place of Peace, A People of Promise (Deseret;  BYU Press, 
2002). 
 

An interesting little form printed for Nauvoo city use.  "Davison Hibberd," living 
in the third ward, has paid $37.88 tax on personal property valued at $546 and 
real estate totaling $7,030, including "32 Lots or Parts of Lots in Hibberds 
Addition."  Filled out and signed by tax collector "J H Hale," presumably Bishop 
Jonathan Harriman HALE (1800-1846; baptized 1834, married Olive Boynton).  
The Hales would die under terrible hardship at Council Bluffs;  see: 
http://www.famhist.us/genealogy/getperson.php?personID=I6166544&tree=allfam 
 
 
 
 

27 (NAUVOO, Illinois)  [PARKER, William].  TALES BY 
TUTES.  The Legend of the Sand Bar[.]  EERIE [cover 
title].  [Nauvoo, Ill.: Independent Print, First Printing in 
U.S.A., A.D. 1950]. $40 
 

13½ cm.  [6]ff.  Verso of first leaf blank;  final leaf blank 
(thus, 8 pages of stories).  Signed in type at end, "Tutes 
Parker."  Orig. printed wrappers with medium soiling. 
 
Small, privately-published piece and probably very 
scarce;  not on OCLC.  Curious little production by an 
aged physician reminiscing about old (post-Mormon?) 
families around Nauvoo.  Includes retrospective Mormon content, pp. 7-8.  The 
first story, as suggested in the front wrapper, is an eerie reminiscence about a 
bereaved ghost of a woman whom the author knew as a boy, seen while visiting 
her dilapidated gravesite near the landing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.famhist.us/genealogy/getperson.php?personID=I6166544&tree=allfam
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. . . the people are being educated to a higher standard of morality in its  
broadest sense, including the business relations of life.  [p. 4] 

 

28 NICHOLSON, John.  THE MEANS OF ESCAPE.  Or Existing Evils and Their Cure, 
By John Nicholson, an Elder of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints.  
[caption title].  [Liverpool:  Printed and Published by William Budge, at the 
Latter-day Saints' Printing, Publishing, and Emigration Office . . .]  Text dated at 
end:  "LIVERPOOL, November 15th, 1878." 
 

20 cm.  4 pp.  Very neatly disbound;  bright and fresh.  Last line of text on page 4 
reads:  "these things."  From the collection of the late Lyn Richard Jacobs, whose 
discrete pencil notes appear at the top of the first page. $125 
 

Apparent first edition/issue, Flake 5831, saying "1878?" and showing three 
variants from that earliest year of publication (the first one listed [Flake 5830] 
being published by Albert Carrington.  However, it was William Budge, pub-
lisher of the version offered here, who was European Mission President in 
November 1878.  Carrington did not return to that post until two years later, 
serving from November 1880 - November 1882.  –Roberts, Comprehensive Hist. of 
the Church 5:89). 
 

This missionary tract is a remarkable ANTI-COMMUNIST, ANTI-SOCIALIST PIECE, 
offering the restored gospel as a semi-communitarian antidote to the general 
systemic world collapse.  "This secret combination assumes different names and 
forms . . . and will soon cause thrones to totter and governments to crumble and 
fall." (p. 1).  The Joseph Smith story is condensed (without ellipses) from the 
Wentworth Letter, and the date of the appearance of John the Baptist restoring 
the Aaronic Priesthood is given as May 29, 1829 (rather than May 15;  p. 3). 
 

An enlightened, multi-cultural assemblage of converted reformers in the north-
western wilds of America is now combating evil communist, socialist and  
nihilistic societies - not only through "the guiding spirit of inspiration from God," 
but also by "the gradual introduction of cooperative institutions, involving 
mutual interests . . . to the desirable point of unity in temporal as well as spiritual 
things." (p. 4).  Jesus is coming soon, and already in Utah, an enlightened 
civilization prepares the way:  "Such evils as strikes and other conditions that are 
distracting the social systems abroad are unknown among them.  Politically, 
socially and religiously the Saints are nearing a union of sentiment and action 
that causes peace to abound among them and comparative plenty to prevail."  
And while the missionaries who go forth cheerfully "are not hirelings, who 
'divine for money,'" the publications of the Church are "on sale at this Office, and at 
all our meetings throughout Great Britain." 
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No hell except for apostate Mormons;  such have forgiveness  
neither in this life nor in that which is to come.  [p. 48] 

 

29 OUR COUNTRY;  ITS CAPABILITIES, ITS PERILS, AND ITS HOPE.  Being a  
Plea for the Early Establishment of Gospel Institutions in the Destitute Portions of  
the United States.  New York: Executive Committee of the American Home 
Missionary Society, 1842. 
 

18 cm.  60 pages.  Disbound.  A few ink markings, generally light;  many penciled 
marginal lines which could be erased easily.  Old inked presentation inscription 
in upper title margin. $85 
 

Flake 6022b.  Only edition of this American exceptionalist tract urging the nation 
to evangelize not only itself, but the entire world.  The population of the U.S. in 
the year 1940 will reach 275,200,000 (actually only 132,164,569 according to  
the 1940 census).  Therefore, it would not be untoward if even half the men in  
the U.S. became ministers and missionaries, overcoming numerous negative 
influences such as Campbellism (which is even a worse threat than atheism, 
p. 46). 
 

 "Mormons and Mormon Tenets," pp. 47-49.  Quite an interesting and different 
treatment by an unnamed western missionary, with concerned praise for 
Mormon proselyting zeal, and an analysis of various types of people who 
embrace that faith;  all great chapter-and-verse Biblical quoters (". . . I have never 
known a people who read the Bible so much, and who could so readily quote 
any part of Scripture.  In this respect, they shame all other denominations." 
p. 48).  A particularly curious assertion, p. 49, reads:  "They expect soon to be 
strong enough, with the aid of the Indians, to meet Missouri in battle array." p.49. 
 
 

30 (PHELPS, W. W.)  David BERNARD.  LIGHT ON MASONRY:  A COLLECTION 
OF ALL THE MOST IMPORTANT DOCUMENTS ON THE SUBJECT OF 
SPECULATIVE FREE MASONRY:  Embracing the Reports of the Western Committees 
in Relation to the Abduction of William Morgan, Proceedings of Conventions, Orations, 
Essays, &c. &c.  With All the Degrees of the Order Conferred in a Master's Lodge As 
written by Captain William Morgan;  All the Degrees Conferred in the Royal Arch 
Chapter and Grand Encampment of Knights Templars, with the Appendant Orders, As 
published by the Convention of Seceding Masons, held at Le Roy, July 4 and 5, 1828.  
Also, A Revelation of All the Degrees conferred in the Lodge of Perfection, and Fifteen 
Degrees of a Still Higher Order, with Seven French Degrees:  Making Forty-Eight 
Degrees of Free Masonry.  With Notes and Critical Remarks.  By Elder David Bernard, 
of Warsaw, Genesee Co. N.Y., Once an Intimate Secretary in the Lodge of Perfection;  
and Secretary of the Convention of Seceding Masons, held at Le Roy, July 4 and 5, 1828.  
"For there is nothing covered that shall not be revealed, and hid that shall not be known."  "And what ye 
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hear in the ear that preach ye upon the house tops."  Jesus Christ.   Utica [New York]: William 
Williams, Printer, Genesee Street, 1829. 
 

18 cm.  [ii (engraved frontispiece portrait of 
Morgan;  engraved illustration of "The Masonic 
Assassination of Akirop . . .")] ff.;  x pp.;  [ii 
("Recommendations";  "Table of Contents"] ff. 
(verso of each, blank;  contents leaf is a cancel 
added very neatly to the end of the first 
gathering);  [13]-360, [1], [328]-534, 547-552, 
xxxvi pp.  Collated COMPLETE but noting that 
the contents leaf is a cancel (which is neither 
good nor bad, but an interesting curiosity). 
 

SECOND EDITION (same year as the first).  
Walgren 3052;  Mormon Parallels 51 (which see, 
for extensive commentary).  Original full 
leather (moo? baah?);  red leather label on spine.  
Binding in very good condition;  a little board 
edge wear but spine caps nice.  Early leaves are 
badly waterstained at the inner, lower areas covering about a sixth of those 
pages;  staining or dark toning to the final hundred pages or so.  There is no loss 
of any text, though three leaves near the latter part have lost a little blank paper 
from their lower fore-corners. $250 
 
Five editions were published, all by Williams, all dated 1829 (Walgren 3051-55).  The 
later editions contain more mummery than the first, as explained in Walgren 3052.  This 
second edition was a throw-together of portions of the first and third editions, 
explaining the erratic pagination.  As mentioned above, the appearance in this copy of a 
separate contents leaf glued to the end of the first gathering (very neatly, before the 
sewing of the text block) is unusual in the second edition, and reminds us that this was a 
commercial and political/philosophical production produced hurriedly to meet eager 
demand in the frenzied, nearly paranoid atmosphere of late 1820s antimasonry. 
 

The first edition seems to have been awaited eagerly, and consumed quickly.  The 
copyright is dated April 13, 1829 (verso of title page), but production began considerably 
earlier.  "After the anti-Masonic Convention of Leroy, July 4, 1828," according to printer 
Williams' son, "the Utica Convention met August 4, 5, 6, 1828, and it was there resolved 
to have Elder David Bernard's 'Light on Masonry' printed.  The Williams press 
immediately set about to undertake it, so enthusiastic were they in this movement.  On 
the following February 19, 1829, the Albany Convention met in the Assembly room with 
William Williams, Richard R. Lansing, Nicholas Devereux, Satterlee Clark and Thomas 
A. Palmer as delegates from Oneida County, and its publication was delayed until the 
proceedings of this convention could be added as an appendix to the book."  (John 
Camp Williams, An Oneida County Printer . . . [New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1906], 
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133.  Notice here that Mr. Lansing, the copyright clerk for Light on Masonry [and shortly 
afterward, for the Book of Mormon] was a close associate of printer Williams). 
 

The antimasonic Republican Monitor newspaper in Cazenovia, New York (at the center of 
the state, some forty miles southwest of Utica) ran an ad in its issue for May 19, 1829, p. 
3:  "Just received a few copies of LIGHT ON MASONRY—for sale in this Office.  May 
18."  The same newspaper announced in its June 2, 1829, issue, p. 3, that "a store in this 
village" had sold 74 copies out of the box of approximately 100 copies received, in five 
days, and "that the first edition of 4000 is all disposed of—that a second edition is in 
press—and that the work is now under contract to be stereotyped." (emphasis added).  
In Rochester, Edward Giddins offered the book for sale at $1.50;  ad dated July 14, 1829, 
edition not specified (Anti-Masonic Enquirer for August 18, 1829 [2:28]). 
 

HE "ANTI-MASONIC BIBLE," and the most extensive and important anti-
masonic reference compilation to which Americans began to turn for 

information while the Book of Mormon was being dictated.  This widely-
published work contains many Mormon parallels, and discusses three future 
early Mormons, W. W. Phelps, George Washington Harris, and Lucinda 
Pendleton Morgan Harris Smith. 
 

David BERNARD (1798-1876), a Baptist minister and former Freemason, assembled 
a wealth of detail and intrigue on both the William Morgan affair and Masonic 
rites which one finds quoted over and over again in later antimasonic writings.  
William Preston Vaughan emphasizes the importance of this book: 
 

Bernard, who for thirty years pastored some fifteen small rural churches, had 
purchased the first copy of Morgan's Illustrations after renouncing his membership 
in Oneida Lodge No. 123, Utica, in October 1826.  He thus became the first Mason 
to desert the fraternity following Morgan's disappearance. . . .  Light on Masonry 
was probably the single most important Antimasonic publication because of its 
detailed description of the degrees (obtained from interviews with seceders), its 
inclusion of reports and depositions concerning Morgan, and its historical 
narrative of the Antimasonic movement in New York until 1829.  It became the 
leading Antimasonic source book on the nature and working of Masonry and was 
known as the "Bible of Antimasonry."  John Quincy Adams would write that the 
world was indebted to Bernard for revealing the "execrable mysteries" of the order.  
[The Anti-Masonic Party in the United States, 1826-1843 (Lexington: University Press 
of Kentucky, 1983), 19-20] 

 

While the central issues and concerns of antimasonry sometimes became 
obscured in such lengthy works, Bernard explained in his preface that he 
compiled these documents in order to secure them "from the grasp of Masonic 
power" and to advance the cause of truth.  Especially relevant to Book of 
Mormon concerns about the Gadianton Robbers and secret combinations were 
Bernard's stated goals of ". . . preserving the rights and liberties of our country;  
promoting the glory of the Redeemer's kingdom;  and saving souls from 

T 
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destruction." (p. iii).  Such central messages transcended Bernard's endless ritual 
descriptions which have distracted some Mormon scholars who have perused 
this book and concluded that the issues embodied here were significantly 
dissimilar from those in the Book of Mormon. 
 

We live so far from the concerns of that generation that we miss a rather startling 
point which our spiritual ancestors of 1829 New York must have taken for 
granted - that the moral consequence and publishing success of Bernard's Light 
on Masonry should be excelled by the Book of Mormon.  When scholarly critics 
like Alexander Campbell and Jason Whitman spotted the commonality between 
nineteenth-century antimasonry and the Book of Mormon warnings about secret 
combinations, they did not belabor the point - probably because they could not 
believe that any serious investigator would miss it.  At the beginning of every 
copy of Light on Masonry appeared the full-page   engraved portrait of the slain 
William Morgan (reproduced further above), facing a plate entitled "The Masonic 
Assassination of Akirop . . ." 
 

 
 

The message, if only implicit, was inescapable to anyone who so much as opened 
the "Antimasonic Bible."  Masonic-related conspiracies of ancient times (be they 
ever so mythical) had been resurrected in New York State of 1826, and America 
was in danger.  For specific Mormon parallels in this book, see my work on the 
subject (Mormon Parallels:  A Bibliographic Source, 2008), entry 51.  On page 415, 
W. W. PHELPS approves William Morgan's Illustrations of Masonry, signed in type 
as "William W. Phelps" under the heading, "Master Masons." 
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Page 417:  Phelps is listed three more times in resolutions, first as signer of a 
memorial, second, when appointed to a committee to publish a report of degrees 
higher than that of Master Mason, and finally, when appointed to a committee of 
seven men assigned to draft a circular invitation and an address for the July 4 
convention.  This page also lists Phelps' Trumansburg, New York antimasonic 
newspaper, Lake Light.  In the second listing above for the report of higher de-
grees, Phelps' name was followed by an apparent transcriber's or typesetter's 
error which read, "(of the state of Vermont)."  When he was credited in the 
committee's actual report, however, A Revelation of Free Masonry, 1828, he had 
been listed as "W. W. Phelps, of the state of New-York." 
 

Page 455:  Phelps appears third on the list of 103 men who signed the July 4 
Declaration, immediately following the name of the author of this book. 
 
The first deposition contained in the "APPENDIX" at the end of the book is that 
of William Morgan's widow LUCINDA (appendix, pp. [i]-iv).  The deposition is 
dated September 22, 1826, which was a Friday.  Lucinda states "that on Monday 
last" (which would have had to be the Monday before last, September 11, given 
correlating testimony from other witnesses), her husband stepped out into the 
street in Batavia about sunrise and did not return for breakfast.  When she sent 
for the Sheriff twenty-four hours later, and "asked him if he thought Mr. Morgan 
could be got back, or brought back, if she gave up to the Masons the papers she 
had in possession;  said Thompson answered that he thought it was very likely 
that Mr. Morgan would be brought back if she would give them up;  but he 
would not obligate himself, or undertake to say that he should be brought back."  
p. [i]. 
 

Lucinda later married their Batavia landlord and future prominent Nauvoo 
Mormon, George Washington HARRIS, whose name appears in this book, p. 415 
(as a former Master Mason).  She also became a plural wife of Joseph Smith 
(Todd Compton, In Sacred Loneliness, entire second chapter, "Wife of Two 
Martyrs.") 
 
 
 
 

31 (Polygamy)  "A ROMANCE OF MORMONISM."  ARTICLE in MOORE'S RURAL 
NEW YORKER (Rochester, New York) for Saturday, March 17, 1855 [VI:11;  
Whole No. 271]. 
 

Folio, paged [85]-92 (8 pages, complete issue).  Illustrated woodcut masthead and 
a few illustrations.  Disbound with occasional moderate stains. $125 
 

The article fills nearly a column and a half of the back page (23 column inches of 
text).  It relays a purported conversation in a railway car while crossing through 
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the Allegheny Mountains.  A clever passenger loosens the tongue of a Mormon 
who eventually tells how polygamy has destroyed the mind and health of his 
first wife.  This story seems to have appeared in the New York Tribune with a 
date-line of Washington, February 4, 1855, although the introductory comments 
in this Rochester farmer's periodical are different, and may be original here. 
 

. . . when I came home she was standing in the garden, and I went and put my 
arm around her, and told her how it had been revealed to me that I must marry 
again.' 
 

"'What did she say?" 
 

"'Nothing. Not one word. She just gave one scream. I declare I shall never get 
that scream out of my ears. I believe I should hear it if I were on the Andes. I 
thought I heard it a minute ago' 
 

 "The sleet rattled against the windows of our car, and the bleak midnight wind 
swept down the mountains, and I thought I heard it, too. 
 
"The Mormon proceeded—'And then she fell like one dead. I thought she was 
dead, but she came to after a while, and, would you believe it, she never 
mentioned the subject to me. 
. . . . . 
 

"'Did she get well?' 
 

"'No, not yet. Indeed, her cough is rather worse, and she is more feeble, but she 
seems happy enough. . . .'" 

 
 
 

32 ROBERTS, B[righam]. H[enry].  THE LIFE OF JOHN TAYLOR, Third President of 
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints.  By B. H. Roberts.  The great man is he who 
chooses the right with invincible resolution.  Salt Lake City, Utah: George Q. Cannon & 
Sons Co., Publishers, 1892. 
 

23 cm.  xiv, [ii], [17]-468 pp. + frontispiece portrait and the eleven plates as called 
for.  Collated COMPLETE.  Orig. black gilt-decorated full leather, but orthopedi-
cally rebacked in plain black cloth obscuring portions of the original gilt borders 
of the boards.  Some board edge wear, but a very solid copy.  A few leaves with 
creases, notably pp. 249-54.  Not in collector condition, but better than a mere 
"reading copy." condition noted:   $100 
 

Flake 7331 (only contemporary edition) and wonderfully faith-promoting, and 
adulatory about Taylor's defense of "CELESTIAL MARRIAGE" in Chapter XXIX . . . 

 

. . . and when the press, for want of better argument, denounced it as immoral, 
and pretended to be shocked at Mormon wickedness, because they believed it 
right under certain conditions for a man to have more wives than one;  Elder 
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Taylor drew aside the flimsy veil covering the licentious practices of 
monogamous "Christian" communities, and reminded his opponents that the 
cities and towns and states in which they themselves lived, were not so 
immaculate in their purity that ministers, editors and moralists must needs cross 
the plains and the mountains, in order to find impurity to suppress.  He 
reminded them that the demon of licentiousness stalked abroad unchallenged in 
their own midst;  that he was to be found in their guilded ball-rooms and opera 
houses;  met them upon the streets, mingled in their best society and even sat in 
their pews.  [p. 257] 

 
 
 
 

33 "SALT LAKE CITY" (caption in the negative).   
STEREOVIEW double-photograph of an uniden-
tified scene in the city.  "Standard Series, 
American Views."  "F. Trifet, Dealer in Art 
Novelties, 25 School Street, Boston.  N.p. (but 
1870s-80s?) 
 

8.7 X 17.6 cm.  On yellow-orange mount, printed as transcribed above.  Verso 
white, and blank.  The angle/scope difference between the two images is more 
pronounced than usually seen on stereo cards.  Moderate wear and slight creases 
starting on two corners of the mount.  A few blemishes, more to the right image 
than to the left (detail from right image shown BELOW). $175 
 

I don't recognize the scene, but a long 
picket fence in the foreground shows 
extensive construction debris still on 
the ground.  This may be an earlier 
image from stock.  Ferdinand TRIFET 
(1848-1899) sold primarily sheet 
music and philatelic reference items, 
starting as early as the late 1860s, 
apparently.  However, judging from 
trade cards described on the Internet, 
it would appear that the card offered 
here bears a later street address 
dating from the 1870s-80s. 
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After [the anti-Mormons] succeeded in driving them  
across the [Mississippi] river they would steal anything  

they could appropriate to their own use in getting away.  [p. 1] 
 

34 SORTORE, Abram (1828-1914).  BIOGRAPHY AND EARLY LIFE SKETCH OF 
THE LATE ABRAM SORTORE, Including His Trip to California and Back.  
Alexandria, Missouri, March 25, 1909.  N.p., n.d. (but late 1940s?). 
 

22 cm.  [1 (title)] f.;  10 pp.  Orig. light blue printed wrappers.  Moderate soil and 
blemish to wrappers;  internally very good. $200 
 
Flake 8281.  A privately-published California over-
land, but not old enough to be in Flake.  "The 
foregoing," we read at the end of this pamphlet, 

 

was dedicated by Mr. Sortore to his niece, Miss 
Almena Osborn and written by her, for him. 
 

  Mr. Sortore's home was south and east of 
Wayland, now owned by Chas. Neumann.  He was 
the father of the late Mrs. Ora Nelson and 
grandfather of Russell Nelson.  [p. 10] 

 

Some sixteen libraries catalog this item as published 
in 1909, which clearly is not possible. A little 
research shows that "the late" Sortore died 
December 3, 1914, and his "late" daughter Ora 
Florence Sortore Nelson lived until 1944 (miscellaneous genealogical records 
retrieved online, plus gravestones in Clark County, Missouri:  FindAGrave 
memorials 83079456 and 53287588;  copies will be included with the pamphlet).   
 

Given that information, and from the appearance of the printing, I would guess 
this piece was published shortly after World War II.  Copies appear for sale 
online for $650 and $850 (November 2013), with one bookseller citing the 
following bibliographies:  Kurutz 593;  Cowan, p. 894;  Mattes 970;  Mintz 431, 
and the Flake entry given further above. 
 
The contents are still very good, with the expected colorful accounts of life across 
the plains.  The Mormon content occurs within pp. 1-5, and is fairly scattered, 
albeit with useful mentions of Mormons at Nauvoo, Council Bluffs, and then in 
Salt Lake City where Sortore's group happened to stop on the 24th of July, 
apparently in 1850.  He saw several families he had known in Iowa five years 
earlier, including those of Nathan Tanner and Barney Adams - now with more 
wives than previously observed. 

 

  Soon after, Brig[h]am Young with 16 wives (all dressed in white and wearing a 
uniform blue ribbon on her arm) marched across the square to where a large 
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crowd of Emigrants were gathered and introduced himself as "Profit of the 
Lat[t]er Day Saints". 
 

  His wives treated us nicely, giving us all the vegetables we could use and 
invited us to their homes. 
 

  Their "temple" [i.e., the Bowery] quite different from the one of today was very 
rough, built by setting posts in the ground and sided up with willow poles from 
one to two inches thru, reaching to the eaves, then tying them at top and bottom 
with bark.  Then small willows over the top covered with "dust" constitu[t]ed the 
roof.  [p. 5] 

 
 

deceived Utah emigrant protected by a federal officer 
 

35 United States. War Department.  . . .  MILITARY RESERVATION AT CAMP 
DOUGLAS, UTAH.  LETTER FROM THE SECRETARY OF WAR, Transmitting 
Correspondence relating to the military reservation at Camp Douglas, Utah.  January 25, 
1876.—Referred to the Committee on Military Affairs and ordered to be printed.  
[caption title;  at head:  "44TH CONGRESS, 1st Session.  HOUSE OF 
REPRESENTATIVES.  EX. DOC. NO. 97."] 
 

23 cm.  32 pp.  Disbound;  evenly toned.  Slight loss to lower fore-corner tip of 
first leaf and to a small blank inner margin area of the final leaf. $35 
 

No stated Mormon content noticed, but interesting to show the degree of care 
given to the rights and claims of private Utah citizens on government lands.  In 
some cases, trespassing settlers on the military reservation are kicked off 
summarily.  In other cases, however, we see great effort to look out for private 
interests.  One man has made so many improvements that it is proposed to 
separate off that portion of the reservation on which he has built.  
Documentation is as extensive as the red tape is involved, and it's all preserved 
here in good order.  I enjoyed the compassion in the following portion from 
"JNO. E. SMITH, Colonel Fourteenth Infantry, Commanding.  To the ASSISTANT 

ADJUTANT GENERAL, Headquarters Department of the Platte, Omaha, Nebr." . . . 
 

  . . . A small adobe house near west line of reservation, owned and occupied by 
Stephen Pope and wife—very old people—who evidently have been deceived in 
the purchase of their supposed little property.  Upon investigation of their 
papers, I find that the lot was certified by the Salt Lake Authorities to Christian 
E. Norholm March 24, 1867.  No transfer has been made by Norholm to John 
Baswell [sic], who made a conveyance to Pope, which was recorded March 24, 
1869.  No action taken in this case, as I would deem it cruel to dispossess these 
old people at once.  [pp. 2-3;  text of conveyance from John Barwell to Stephen 
Pope, witnessed by Edwin D. Woolley as County Recorder, pp. 29-30] 

 

Indeed, it would appear that Mr. [Stephen] POPE (b. ca. 1809)
in the fall of 1868, just in time to be swindled as described ab
 emigrated to Utah 
ove. 

http://history.lds.org/overlandtravels/pioneerDetail?lang=eng&pioneerId=36485

